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C H A P T E Ro OUTPUT OF AN
ECONOMY

CONCEPT OF OUTPUT
What would wc understand if we were told that today the largesr economy in the world is
the US? Surely, wc would wonder on what parameter— whether in terms of land area or
population or output!

In every economy goods’ arc being produced, that is. raw materials arc being converted
I into finished goods, agricultural crops, forestry, livestock, steel, cement, cars, cycles. bread

etc. Similarly, 'services’ arc also being rendered like banking, insurance, shipping etc. All
of these have a monetary value in the local currency like the USD in the US and the INR
in India

Thus. output per sc implies aggregation of monetary value ofall the goods and services
produced in an economy in a given time period which may be a quarter (3 months), haif-
a-ycar (6 months) or a year ( 12 months).

In other words, output' indudes all goods and services exchanged for money. For
example, a fisherman catching fishes, may use some of it for self-consumption and the

I remaining may be used tor selling in the market; thus, ihc monetary value of all the fishes
would be considered under the concept of output.

It sounds simple so far. but delving a little deeper output may as well comprise of
intermediate goods like steel and cement, which in turn are inputs for other goods referred
to as 'final goods’. These final goods cannot be put to further use. except for use like cars,
buildings etc.

If we were to include both the intermediate and final goods in our definition of output,
I then that would effectively mean counting the same thing twice and in the process inHatc

the output of an economy. For example, production of wheat and its milling as flour
results in the making ofbread; thus for output purposes, only the monetary value of bread
would be considered and not that of wheat and flour, Therefore, wc can conclusively
derive that the output should have only final goods in order to avoid double counting.

But, what about a sale of second hand goods like say a second hand car? Should they
be reflected in che output of an economy' The answer is no, as they* have already been
included once when manufactured and therefore does not amount to a fresh production,

j Thus, output of an economy is the monetary’ value of the final goods and services in a

I given time period.
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Hu,* in the Indian context, domestic output consists of the monetary value of all final
goods and services produccd /rendcrcd by individuals, private sector, public sector and
foreign companies. . . . .

Having looked into who arc the producers in an economy, let us look now at how the
goods are produced. In order to produce goods, at first we need some placc/ infrastructurc
where the goods can be' produced.Thus we would need to have a some land {or building);

money as seed capital, in order to buy machines and raw material, invest in marketing,
arrange for reimportation etc.; labour for production and then a person whom we call the
entrepreneur as the producer of goods, ihese are known as ‘factors of production’ in an
economy.

Thus, in a production life cycle’, each factor of production will have an associated
cost-— be it the seed capital for investment, rent for the placc/infrastructurc, or for
that matter rhe labour wages and salaries; as an entrepreneur, the profit that an
entrepreneur gains at rhe end of the day, is principally for the risk that hc/she takes for
production.

It is important to note that profit is a cost for any economic activity: but then what
is cost is also income for factors of production. For example, rent is an income for land ,
interest is die income for capital, wages and salaries are the income for workers and
supervisors and profit per se is the income for the risks taken by the entrepreneur. Let us
illustrate this example furdicr with numbers. Following are the details of a manufacturing
company:

Land (rent)

Labour (Wages 6c Salaries)

Capital (interest)
Entrepreneur (Profit)
Total

?10.000
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So for. wsi has discussed about the domestic uuiput/produci/income, hut what about
the income oflndians staying abroad? For a more comprehensive analysis of theoutput, it
is necessary to look beyond the geographic boundaries that would include die income of
ail the Indian nationals irrespective of the country they currently reside.

lint if we include the income of Indian nationals outside the country, it will also he
logical to deduct the Income of foreign nationals residing in our country. Tbit is also
referred to as Net Factor Income From Abroad (NHAP), Thus,
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Domestic Product (+/-) NFIAD = National Product

Net foctor income from abroad can be positiveor negative depending up on which is more—
income of Indian nationals abroad or income of foreign nationals in India, that is, national
product is less than the domestic product, if the income of Indian nationals abroad is Less
than the income of foreigners in India and vice versa.

An increased foreign currency denominated debrof a country Or sellingdomestic assets

to foreign entities would tend to reduce the national product leaving domestic product
unchanged.

|Q CONCEPT OF DEPRECIATION

The output of an economy also consists of production of machines/machineries which
are consumed every year, referred to as 'depreciation' and much of the output of such
machines could be replacement in nature and not signilying additions to machine or

capital stock in the economy
Let us assume that cars arebeingproduced in an economy and there isalso depreciation

of cars , iliac is, the cats would eventually have to be replaced after their shell-life. For
example, a car is priced at ?3.00,000 and has a life of, say 10 years. Then,depreciation
(or consumption) of car is ?30,000 a year. Thus, if the output of an economy ignores
consumption (or depreciation) of its machine stocks,it is referred as a gross’ concept and
if it is accounted for it is known as ‘net’ concept.

Accordingly, there is Gross National Product (CNF) and Gross Domestic Product
(GDP).

Hence,

GNP- Depreciation = Net National Product (NNP)

GDP- Depreciation = Net Domestic Product (NDP)

Thus, there are four concepts in the output of an economy GNP. GDP, NNP and
NDP Let us now rry to understand which method is technically the best measure
of growth. Clearly, It is the NNP as it first covers all the nationals of a country
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is also a net inert** after depreciation. It is also called as “ National Income' of ^ j
economy.

But NNP/GNP are gradually losing significance since countries have high extern^debts that are serviced through internal resources which tends to increase outflows a,*reduce GNP of a country, leaving GDP unaffected. Similarly, the salt of assets to foreign
entities will also have a similar impact. Further remittances have become significant «,
economies like India affecting GNP not seen as a correct way to judge output of
economy.

GDP— AS A MEASURE OF GROWTH
India, US and most other economies have switched over toGDP for measuring growth
of their respective economies. Let us recall the concept of ‘monetary value of goods
and services’ as output which has been discussed in the beginning of the chapter.

Bur this monetary value can be viewed from two perspectives— factor cost (It is also
the income for the factors of production) and market price for example the price of a car
as illustrated earlier.To further elucidate, the market price is the price paid for a goods or
services in the market. Let us discuss the differences between the factor cost and market
prices?

We all know that the government levies taxes (and also gives subsidies) on different
goods and services before they reach the market. In India, excise duty is payable on
manufacturing of goods and similarly, service tax is payable on services provided (we willdiscuss these later in the Chapter on government finances).

Now,

Factor Cost + Indirect Taxes-Subsidies = Market Price
or

Factor Cost + Net Taxes (as subsidies can never be equal or more than taxes in an
economy) = Market Price.

Now the question, chat in the monetary value whether factor cost or market price shouldbe taken?
Theoutput measured at market pricescan be increased by increasing taxes in aneconomy.This does not necessarily imply that more goods and services have been produced in theeconomy.Outputofaneconomyisworkedour bothat marker pricesaswell as facroreost, butfor growth purposes, output at factor cost is considered. This means that increased value in

prices
C“ 0n g°0dS in an economyis«P *i« factor cost and not at market
c difference between the output at market price and at factor cost is tax burden onan economy, which is useful for cross-country comparisons.Can output at market price and factor cost be the same? The answer is yes, in cases of

L ^ circumstances where the taxes are equal tosubsidiesor in utopian circumstances:l::r
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The moment we start talking about the monetary value cither at market prices or factor
cost, the concept of inflation becomes important. In simpler terms, inflation is increasing
prices and during inflationary times it tends to inflate the value in nominal terms. Suppose
inflation is at 10 percent, it implies that the price is going up by 10 percent, that is to say
that the factor cost is also increasing, which would increase the output, even though there
is no physical increase in the production of goods and services, it is because of this reason
that the output measured at factor cost would have to be adjusted to actually reflect the
increased production of goods and services in an economy. The adjustment is a statistical
exercise which is done by using the GDP deflaror that gives the output at factor cost in
terms of constant prices'.

Ihc output at constant prices refers to the output obtained after being adjusted for
inflation.To further explain, suppose wedo not adjust for inflation and theoutput growth
for an year is 9 per cent so is inflation. It means that die output has nor increased, but their
prices have increased. Without adjusting for inflation, the increase in output has little or
no significance and actually could be misleading.

This adjustment for inflation is also known as 'real' or otherwise it is ‘nominal’ and
is generic in nature. Real growth is adjusted for inflation while nominal growth ignores
adjustment for inflation. Growth by definition has to be ‘real'.

Similarly, there is ‘nominal’ and ‘real' interest rate, income, wages, but there is no
concept of nominal and real growth as growth by definition has to be adjusted for inflation.
This is implied in the meaning of the word growth itself.

Ihe use of the word growth’ in the Indian context implies increase in GDP at factor
cost at constant prices.

In India, the entire computation is the responsibility of the Central Statistical
Organisation (CSO), Government of India. The estimates of growth arc provided by
the organisation on quarterly basis at the end March, June, September and December
every year and the annual growth estimates are provided during April-March, every year
which is also referred ro as the financial year (calendar year is January-December). All the
government and corporate accounting in India is with reference to the financial year.

What we have covered so far is a simple exposure to 'National Income Aggregates',
also referred as ‘National Income Accounting for students who do not have exposure to

economics.
This is the output method of computation of National Income Accounting. There are

other merhods like the income and expenditure method relevant for the students who

want to pursue a career in economics. For further study on these topics, reference can be
made to NCERT text book of Oass X and XII .
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C H A P T E R

O TOWARDS INCLUSIVE
GROWTH
(Growth and Development) — 4

CTl GROWTH RATE OF INDIAN ECONOMY
Now, let U5 go back to the statement made in the beginning of 'growth rates slowing down.
Tile phrase basically means that the output of an economy is increasing bur at a decreasing
rate over the previous quancr/half-year/ycar, whichever is the reference period, if during
the same reference period, output has declined, then it is referred to as contraction' of
output. Continuous periods of contraction over two quarters are known as ‘recession and
still longer periods of continuous recession are known as ‘depression'.

Until now, the world economy has witnessed The Great Depression during 1929-
1933. (We shall discuss more about this aspect in the Chapter on Global Outlook.)

As we have discussed earlier, growth plays an important role in an economy. As we
know by now thar increased growth' means increased output' and ‘increased income
of an economy with increased income for factors of production which sets off a circular
motion of further increase in income.

Increased Income — > Increased purchasing power — * Increased demand lor goods and
services — * Increased production -+ Increased output — * Increased income

Increased income — » Increased savings — > Increased investment — > Increased output— » Increased income
Ihus, increasing growth of an economy signifies well-being of that economy. Jobs get

created, income levels increase and overall wealth of an economy increases. For this very
reason, every economy would like ro increase its overall growth, India was believed till the
reforms were initiated, caught in a low-growth cycle" with low levels of incomes, thereby
resulting in low savings and thus low1 investments, ultimately again leading to tow income
and again to low- savings, which is known as the low-growth cycle.

It was also said during those days rhat India is unable to break through the‘Hindu rate
oi growth’ with its inability to grow beyond 3.5 per cent (the term was coined by the noted
Indian economist , late Prof. Raj Krishna), with low income and increasing population
leading to increased poverty and unemployment in the country, regional/intra- regional
imbalances and also widening of income inequalities.

Inability of an economy to increase growth rates of economies is not only due to low
savings and investment but also due to lack of resources, technology and infrastructure
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constraints.These factor* were a handicap earlier for India hui things have changed in (he
2hi «nwry.

I he 21st century has ken good for India, as growth rates had started moving upwards
and on were on (he verge of achieving a double-digit growth, probably for the first time,
except may be for a year briefly in the 1980s. Ihough growth rates have increased but it
has not made any perceptible impact on the poverty, unemployment , iuter-Zinira regional
and income imbalances. Despite the high growth rates achieved , we have not got the
desired results, Ihenr has ken a distinct deceleration in growth since 2010 sliding down
to the lowest in last decade of d.d per cent , Hut the larger question remains of high growth
achieved had not yielded tangible benefits to the Indian economy.

This would lead m to another concept of 'development', How are growth and
development different from cadi other '

03 DEVELOPMENT INCLUSIVE GROWTH
The concept of development is qualitative, whereas that of growth is quantitative.While
growth is an arithmetic number signifying an increase in the output of an economy,
development indudes distribution of output or the ability of the increased output and
income to reach the bmtam-mosi stratum of society. Development also implies equitable
distribution in the economy.

Earlier it was widely klicvcd that initially increased growth is required and (hen
development would happen, through what is referred as the 'uickJc-down theory’. This
means that the increased growth would percolate down to the bottom-most stratum of
society and provide equitable distribution. This is the significance of the word growth and
development’.

In the earlier years, the problem was our inability to push up rates of growth and the
emphasis was on increasing growth for the trickle-down theory to work which would
have allowed for development and equitable distribution. Hut the story for India is quite
different since the economic reforms initiated in 1991 and since 2005. India has not

only broken through the low-growth cycle but also become one of the fastest-growing
economies after China.

The high growth rate achieved since 2005 questions the cricklc-down theory in
India, as it has not benefited the Indian masses in terms of lowering absolute poverty
levels significantly, creating employment opportunities, reducing inter-Zintra-Jegional
imbalances ( rather it has only accentuated), lhcie are reasons to understand why 'trickle-
down theory’ has not worked for India. Firstly, the Indian economy has a structural
problem of excessive economic dependence on the agricultural sector.Over 65 per cent of
the population is either directly/indircctly dependent on this sector.

fhe contribution oi the agricultural sector to the overall gross domestic product (GDP)

is only IS per cenr. The largest contribution of over 55 per cent comes from the services

sector and the remaining 27 pet cent is contributed by the secondary sector of which only
U per cent is by the manufacturing sector, the sector contributing the least to GDP has

dse maximum dependence (agriculture) and the sector contributing the most, has the least
dependence (services)
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^ DEVELOPMENT— INCLUSIVE GROWTH
The concept of development is qualitative, whereas that of growth is quantitative. While
growth is an arithmetic number signifying an increase in the output of an economy,
development includes distribution of output or the ability of the increased output and
income to reach the bottom-most stratum ofsociety. Development also implies equitable
distribution in the economy,

Earlier it was widely believed that initially increased growth is required and then
development would happen, through what is referred as the trickle-down theory'. This
means that rhe increased growth would percolate down to the bottom-most stratum of
society and provide equirablc distribution. This is the significance of the word 'growth and
development',

In the earlier years, the problem was our inability to push up rates of growth and the
emphasis was on increasing growth for the trickle-down theory to work which would
have allowed for development and equitable distribution, J3ut the story for India is quite
different since the economic reforms initiated in 1991 and since 2005. India has nor
only broken through the low-growth cycle hut also become one of the fastest-growing
economies after China.

Tlie high growth rate achieved since 2005 questions the trickle-down theory in
India, as it has not benefired rhe Indian masses in terms of lowering absolute poverty

levels significantly, creating employment opportunities, reducing inier- Zintra-regional
imbalances (rather it has only accentuated). There are reasons to understand why trickle-
down theory’ has not worked for India, firstly, the Indian economy has a structural
problem of excessive economic dependence on the agricultural sector. Over 65 per cent of
the population is either direcrly/indirectly dependent on this sector.

The contribution of the agricultural sector to the overall gross domestic product {GDP)

is only 18 per cent. The largest contribution of over 55 per cent comes from the services
sector and the remaining 27 per cent is contributed by the secondary sector of which only
14 per cent is by the manufacturing sector. The sector contributing the least to GDP has
the maximum dependence (agriculture) and (he sector contributing the most,has the least
dependence (services).
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Q|GROWTH RATE OF INDIAN ECONOMY
Now, let us go back to thestatement made in the beginningof “growth rates slowing down’.
The phrase basically means that the output of an economy is increasing but at a decreasing
rate over the previous quarter,/ half-year/year, whichever is the reference period. If during
the same reference period, output has declined, then, it is referred to as contraction of
output. Continuous periods of contraction over two quarters are known as recession and
still longer periods of continuous recession are known as 'depression ,

Until now, the world economy has witnessed The Great Depression during 1929-
1933, (We shall discuss more about this aspect in the Chapter on Global Outlook,)

As we have discussed earlier, growth plays an important role in an economy. As wc
know by now that “ increased growth' means ’increased output' and “ increased income’
of an economy with increased income for factors of production which sets off a circular
motion of further increase in income.

Increased Income — » Increased purchasing power — > Increased demand for goods andservices -» Increased production Increased output — » Increased incomeIncreased income -4 Increased savings -* Increased investment Increased output— > Increased income
Unis, increasing growth of an economy signifies well-being of that economy. Jobs getcreated, income levels increase and overall wealth of an economy increases. For this veryreason, every economy would like to increase its overall growth. India was believed till thereforms were initiated, caught in a low-growth cycle' with low levels of incomes, therebyresulting in low savings and thus low investments, ultimately again leading to low incomeand again to low savings, which is known as the low-growth cycle.It was also said during those days that India is unable to break through the ‘Hindu rateof growth with tts inability to grow beyond 3.5 per cent (the term was coined bv tire notedIndian economist, late Prof. Raj Krishna), with low income and increasing populationleading to increased poverty and unemployment in the country-, regional/imra-regionaiimbalances and also widening of income inequalities.Inability of an economy to increase growth rares of economies is not only due to lowsavings and investment but also due to lack of resources, technology and infrastructure
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CTl GROWTH RATE OF INDIAN ECONOMY
Now, let U5 go back to the statement made in the beginning of 'growth rates slowing down.
Tile phrase basically means that the output of an economy is increasing bur at a decreasing
rate over the previous quancr/half-year/ycar, whichever is the reference period, if during
the same reference period, output has declined, then it is referred to as contraction' of
output. Continuous periods of contraction over two quarters are known as ‘recession and
still longer periods of continuous recession are known as ‘depression'.

Until now, the world economy has witnessed The Great Depression during 1929-
1933. (We shall discuss more about this aspect in the Chapter on Global Outlook.)

As we have discussed earlier, growth plays an important role in an economy. As we
know by now thar increased growth' means increased output' and ‘increased income
of an economy with increased income for factors of production which sets off a circular
motion of further increase in income.

Increased Income — > Increased purchasing power — * Increased demand lor goods and
services — * Increased production -+ Increased output — * Increased income

Increased income — » Increased savings — > Increased investment — > Increased output— » Increased income
Ihus, increasing growth of an economy signifies well-being of that economy. Jobs get

created, income levels increase and overall wealth of an economy increases. For this very
reason, every economy would like ro increase its overall growth, India was believed till the
reforms were initiated, caught in a low-growth cycle" with low levels of incomes, thereby
resulting in low savings and thus low1 investments, ultimately again leading to tow income
and again to low- savings, which is known as the low-growth cycle.

It was also said during those days rhat India is unable to break through the‘Hindu rate
oi growth’ with its inability to grow beyond 3.5 per cent (the term was coined by the noted
Indian economist , late Prof. Raj Krishna), with low income and increasing population
leading to increased poverty and unemployment in the country, regional/intra- regional
imbalances and also widening of income inequalities.

Inability of an economy to increase growth rates of economies is not only due to low
savings and investment but also due to lack of resources, technology and infrastructure
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constraints, These factors were a handicap earlier for Indl* but tiling* have dunged In ihc
21ST century.

The 21si century has been good for India, u growth rates jyad itaricd moving upwards
and on were on the verge ol achieving a double-digit growth* probably hi ( he iiiu time,
except may be for a year briefly in die 1980s, Though growth rati-, have intreaicd but n
has noi made any perceptible impact on the poverty, unemployment, inret-Zintra-region;.I
jnd income imbalances. Despite the high growth mies achieved, we have nor got die
desired results. There has been a distinct deceleration in growth since 2010 sliding down
to the lowest in Last decade of AA percent, lim die larger question remains of high growth
achieved had not yielded tangible benefits to the Indian economy

This would lead us to another concept ol development', J low are growth and
development different from each other ?
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^ DEVELOPMENT— INCLUSIVE GROWTH
The concept of development is qualitative, whereas that of growth is quantitative. While
growth is an arithmetic number signifying an increase in the output of an economy,
development includes distribution of output or the ability of the increased output and
income to reach the bottom-most stratum ofsociety. Development also implies equitable
distribution in the economy,

Earlier it was widely believed that initially increased growth is required and then
development would happen, through what is referred as the trickle-down theory'. This
means that rhe increased growth would percolate down to the bottom-most stratum of
society and provide equirablc distribution. This is the significance of the word 'growth and
development',

In the earlier years, the problem was our inability to push up rates of growth and the
emphasis was on increasing growth for the trickle-down theory to work which would
have allowed for development and equitable distribution, J3ut the story for India is quite
different since the economic reforms initiated in 1991 and since 2005. India has nor
only broken through the low-growth cycle hut also become one of the fastest-growing
economies after China.

Tlie high growth rate achieved since 2005 questions the trickle-down theory in
India, as it has not benefired rhe Indian masses in terms of lowering absolute poverty

levels significantly, creating employment opportunities, reducing inier- Zintra-regional
imbalances (rather it has only accentuated). There are reasons to understand why trickle-
down theory’ has not worked for India, firstly, the Indian economy has a structural
problem of excessive economic dependence on the agricultural sector. Over 65 per cent of
the population is either direcrly/indirectly dependent on this sector.

The contribution of the agricultural sector to the overall gross domestic product {GDP)

is only 18 per cent. The largest contribution of over 55 per cent comes from the services
sector and the remaining 27 per cent is contributed by the secondary sector of which only
14 per cent is by the manufacturing sector. The sector contributing the least to GDP has
the maximum dependence (agriculture) and (he sector contributing the most,has the least
dependence (services).
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- mimulimul^ *,* £iriculturnl*Sr either through raw materials or a* - m-rk« for the Imlrntrlal pmdt.ee.
"nd also for employment opportunities. This provide* lot greater sustainable growth of

T̂hlTdre benefit of increased growth in ««m years lus largely hern confined to

the service* sector .md little to the manufacturing sector and has not percolated to tlw
agricultural sector where the majority ol our population resides.

lire peaking nr maturity of the service sector in India mold be due m the -.urge in
BPOsand KPOsand also due to the need fur value added services by the bigger economic*
establishing ,bases in India given the low cost of hiring, easier to impart skills and a large
young workforce. Still , a larger question ol why thts excessive dependence on agricultural
sec-Tor, remains still to be resolved. It is said dial India’s population mostly reside* in
villages. Lack of employment opportunities in the manufacturing sector, lack nf formal
education/skills, lesser growth of agro-based industries, traditional thinking and abject
poverty could be some of the many reasons.

But it also has to do with the governmental efforts by providing basic , effective and
efficient Infrastructure around villages including the road /rail links, I lie aim should be to
have pan-India rail-road connectivity. This would provide for easy accessibility and faster
mode of rravel the making labour mobile.

History has been testimony to the lact that roads are the gateways to development
in countries like Germany, the United States and more recently China. India has only
recently woken up to this reality and due emphasis is now being given to the road
building, primarily through various projects, namely, Golden Quadrilateral (connecting
the 4 metropolitan dries Delbi-Kolkatta-Chennai-Mum bat). the North-South corridor
(Srinagar-Kanyakumari) and the East-Wesi corridor (Silchar-Porbandar).

Besides, efforts are also on for building of roads for Tier 11 and ill cities and also for
villages under the Pradlian Mantri Gramin Sadak Yojana (PMGSY) scheme.

The government, having realized that benefits of increased growth has not been
reaching the people and hence now discontinued using nomenclature of 'developmentand has replaced ir by the term ’inclusive growth'.

It is nor a new concept bur only how development is now being viewed by the
government. The earlier belief was that for development to take place, growth was anecessary condition. The changed notion of inclusive growth is that any growth shouldbenehr the pcopfo by and large which means that the benefits of growth should be more
broad-based, should have an orientation towards masses’ and not only ’classes'. Thus,inclusive growth has both growth and development as components, not to be seen as
*777vicwcd «‘<>E«her, today and also in the future.
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.ische poorflhtabo moving up the ladder lit imm of income mid welfare, even (bough Irss
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As long as bnrh die subsets in an moving up in die name direction, have
meansof livelihood, ate economically lieiicr nil and theit basic needs are mei , the objective
of equitable distribution r, bring achieved. Hence, inequitable distribution would
mean the rich gening richer and the poor remaining poor, or the worse, still hemming
poorer.

As wc have been discusslog that Inclusive growth Is oriented towards masses, what
should inclusive growth give) or when can we ray that growth has heroine inclusive and
begun to deliver ?

Inclusive growth should lead to;

( 1 ) Employment opportunities lor the masse* at the entry level, providing livelihood,
means; ol income, increasing ihrir purchasing power and improving their well-
heingness /tide dmuM result In reducing absolute poverty levels.

(2) Reduction of inter/inirj-rcginnaJ imbalances.
(5) Create Opportunities lor shill development(formation,

(4 ) Better dispersd of indusirits ,

(5) Increased agn>based industries,
(6) A gradual shill away from the excessive economic dependence oil the agricvtUural

sector through employment-driven and positive migration,

(73 Increased vocational employment (carpentry, repairs to cars/scoorers/TWiiiobllcs,

gardening, etc,).
Inclusive growth would also require a changed perception ofboth the central government
and also the state governments, working in tandem, by creating an ‘enabling environment’
for the above deliverables ,

Such an environmem would require the following;
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(1) Pan-India road/rail links which would link theentirecountryandprovideaccessibility
and affordable faster mode of transport for people and goods.

(2) Providing accessibility and affordability to public services (primary health care and
education), public utilities (electricity, drinking water and sanitation) and public
goods (social assets like community centres, etc.).

(3) Re-energizing the Industrial Training Institute;(ITIs) for skill development,
(4) Policy framework conducive for investment by private sector (something like Tata

Motors for their NANO car project in Gujarat),
(5) Focus on directly creating employment opportunities. The government has already

launched Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme, which
provides employment for 100 days toone member from every poor family/household
in every district of the country.

the creation of the enabling environment by the governmem is a key prerequisite, which
would largely determine India's ability to achieve inclusive growth in future. Growth and
development or inclusive growth has always been an avowed objective of the government
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since independence- Ihe difference today is not in the objective but the manner in which
it is being sought to be achieved.

Earlier, the government had raken tipT both the responsibilities of increasing growth
and equitable distribution, and spread scarce resources across hoth resulting in the dilution
of efforts and achieving neither growth nor equitable distribution.

The reforms of 1991 mark a change in the straregy of letting the private sector play a
major responsibility in the investment and growth while on the ocher hand the government
wouldconcentrateon the welfare measures and create the enab I ingenvironmeat I'OT desired
inclusive growth of the economy in future. This is also based on the fact rhat more and
better growth by the private sector would mean larger tax revenue base for the government
which would enable the government in expanding the social sector interventions as a way
of redistribution to the people.

Inclusive growth is not a new concept and is said to be a combination of both, what
was earlier known as growth, development and equitable distribution, all rolled into a new
terminology known as inclusive growth, specific and unique to India.

fn future, the challenge would lie not in achieving a higher growth but to provide
greater industry, more broad-based, which benefits the masses. Inclusive growth was a
challenge as identified by the eleventh five-year plan only to become a larger challenge in
the twelfth five-year plan.
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Qj SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
At proem, a tew new iciminologics are also being used for economics such as 'sustainable
development* and green GOP'. Sustainable development’ is a global terminology which
is being mod to address the global issues of global warming, environmental aspects,
increased gloh.il pollution and ecological imbalances, which arc critical for survival of
planet earth and is thus a broader concept not relating to any one country but for the
world as a whole.

It is neither the problem of one country nor can it be solved by one country. It is more
macro in nature, which requires to be addressed by countries collectively through a dialogue
and a consensus building at a global platform. Ibis is a hunt the present generation’s ability
to meet ’its" own heeds but without compromising on the ability of the future generation
to meet ‘its’ needs. It is .ilnuit a better environment for the future generation rather than
what the present generation has inherited, to say the least not a worse than that inherited.

Even though there has been a consciousness on the issue of sustainable development,
the real thrust was provided with the Earth Summit during 1992 and then through various
international conventions.

All the conventions mentioned so far have flagged the underlying issues especially that
of reduction in greenhouse gases emission, which is critical for sustainable development.
It also addresses areas of cleaner energy, reduction in biodiversity losses, tree plantation,
solar/wind energy and other such global issues in sustainable development.

It is not about flagging of issues, which is important in as much as the need for collective
consensus. But the reduction level so arrived through consensus, for different countries,

should be adhered within the prescribed time lines. This is the problem area of a sharp
divide between the rich countries and the countries such as India and China of achieving
a broad-based, self*imposed reduction levels where each and every conventions have been
failed. All the rich countries have failed to meet the deadlines repeatedly on all the major
issues but most importantly on CiHS emission reduction levels.

India, on the other hand, has been more forthright in its approach of already having
low levels of such emissions and the projected level of emissions even by 2031 lower than
the global average of 2005- Its progress in cleaner energy, solar and wind energy and the
tree plantation is commendable.
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However* there are larger issues for India* The worrying fact of the increased growth,
expanding size of output still has millions of poor people living below US $1 per day and
India being home to the largest number of poor people in the world is very disturbing,
Poverty and sustainable development cannot be divorced from each other. The increasing
number of slums* widespread absence of hygienic sanitation, pitiable living conditions*continued use of plastics and polluted rivers are all an integral part of sustainable
development so far as India is concerned.

|Q GREEN GDP
Green GDP refers to a national accounting system of the utilization of the non-renewable j
natural resources of any country and is now being envisioned as a part of sustainable
development. The objective is to utilize the resources optimally, efficiently and effectively
in furthering the growth of economies and at the same time a realization of their scarcity
value. It is also believed that such an accounting will also pave the way for greater R&D
for developing viable alternatives to the fast depleting non-renewable natural resources of
the country.

Clearly, the biggest issue is that of absolute poverty which has to be addressed in prior,
before one can talk about broader aspects of sustainable development.This not to say that
India should not address the issue of sustainable development* but addressing the needs of
the poor is unquestionably the priority, of giving them the means of living and a hygienic,decent living standards.

Thus, inclusive growth, sustainable development and green GDP are all differentterminologies, totally distinct from each other in their meaning but cannot be said to beindependent but inter-related in terms of their implications.
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C H A P T E R

POVERTY AND SOCIAL
SECTOR

WHAT IS MEANT BY POVERTY IN INDIA?

Poverrv is defined as the minimum basic consumption level, essential for survival. It has
been defined by ihc Planning Commission of India in terms of calorie intake. Absolute
poverty is a condition, where the caloric intake is less than 2400 kcalories per person per
day in rural areas and 2100 kcalories per person per day in urban areas.

The World Bank has coined its own universal definition of poverty levels as per person
consumption ofless than US Si per day.

Relative poverty', is across difference in income levels of the rich and the relative
poor. Even by this crude definition of Planning Commission of absolute poverty', it is
estimated that over 230 million people arc living below poverty line (BPL). According to

the definition of World Bank, the numbers would increase significantly. India is said ro

have the largest number of people living BPL. The number of people BPL is even more

higher than the entire population of the US.Poverty' is largely concentrated in states such
as UP, Bihar, Orissa, MP, West Bengal and they account for over 50 per eenr of the total

poverty' in India.
Despite over six decades of independence, why poverty continues to exist? It can

be attributed to the large economic dependence on the agricultural sector, subsistence,
traditional and stagnating, which are not able to provide enough for the dependent
population in terms of employmenr opportunities, high levels of adult illiteracy, large
number of landless, small and marginal farmers with no income support. There is absence

ofemployment opportunities in the manufacturingsector.
It is not about how poverty' is measured crude or refined? It is the biggest curse of post-

independence India ofnot beingable to address the large-scale poverty in the country despite
the well-intended schemes as can be seen in the following sections.

EB SOCIAL SECTOR
Social sector and poverty are interrelated as it largely comprises of rhose BPL and also

that segment of the population which is outside the mainstream of development, which

consists of the under-privileged, always at the receiving end, poor, backward classes and

scheduled castes/tribes. It will also have landless, small and marginal farmers who are
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engaged in casual work in the informal sector, living virtually on a daily basis. Ihcy a,c
the most vulnerable section prone to exploitation, domination and do not have any v&i^
or can also be known as 'silent sufferers' or a mere spcaator' to their pitiable ami pad^condition oblivious of die fact that India is today one of the fastest growing economics.

One has already seen earlier, why this has happened. Hut what has the t lovcrnntem
done about this? It has adopted a three-pronged strategy toaddress the social sectors wllic|,
are as follows:
(1) Broad Targeting;
(2) Narrow Targeting:
13) Social Security,

Broad Targeting

Under broad targeting the Government has two ambitious programmes, Hirst is the Bharat
Nirmart (2005-2010) which ha* six sub-programmes:

(1) irrigation— to bring an additional 1 crorc hectare under irrigation facilities.
(2) Rural road connectivity— covering all villages with population more rhan 10M and

villages in hilly and tribal areas with population more than 500.
(3) Indira Awas Yojana— building 6 million houses for the poor.
(4) Potable water— providing with drinking water in 55,065 new habitations.
(5) Rural electrification— electricity to 1 ,25,000 villages benefiting 223 million

households.
(6) Rural telcphon y— pnoviding teiephone con nec t ion to 66,822 vi IJagcs.
Second is ihc programme of the UPA Government, which has eight ambitious flagship
schemes:
(1 ) San a Siksha Abhiyan— all children in rhe age group of 6-14 years to be enrolled in

school by 2010.
(2 ) Mid-day Meal scheme— provision of one wholesome full meal to the children in

school. Ibis is to meet both the objective of malnutrition amongst children and also
to give a boost to the enrolment ratio in schools.

(3) Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Kmploymerit Guarantee Scheme (MGNREGA).
(4) Total Sanitation Campaign.
(5) JawaharlaJ Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission (JnNURM).
(6) Integrated Child Development and Services (ICDS),
(7) National Rural Health Mission (NRHM).
(S) Rajiv Gandhi Drinking Water Scheme.
Of all the above, the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarani*
Scheme (MGNRtGA) is the most ambitious project of the government which is being
implemented at thd national level and of magnitude not seen anywhere in the world. It h
the brain child of Jean Drezc. a Belgian economist.This scheme has now been enacted and
guarantees unskilled wage employment of 100 days TO one person in every rural household
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POVERTY AND SOCIAL SECTOR Q||
at a minimum wage. The 100 days employment under this scheme is visualized in the lean
season of agricultural activities. This scheme is being implemented in all the districts of
the country and is seen as a major step in creating the employment opportunities and also
for poverty'alleviation in the country.Women 3re given preference for employment under
this scheme, which has no middlemen or contractor and directly being implemented
by the Gram Panchayats and the wages art paid in the bank account of those who arc
provided with the employment. The state governments are required to give unemployment
allowance of one-third of the wages if not able to provide employment within 15 days of
their registration. This scheme has been globally lauded as one of the most well intended
schemes for the social sector anywhere in the world.

Critics of the scheme, however, feci chat such a scheme could be damagingin the long
run by pushing up the minimum wages and increase cost in rhe agricultural as well as
urban areas, adversely affect productivity and also prevent migration of labour, besides
fuelling inflation.

Narrow Targeting
The government is attempting narrow targeting which are as follows:
(1) Wage Employment Scheme— primarily through Mahatma Gandhi NREGA.
(2) Self-Employment Schemes— primarily through Swaran jayanti Grameen Sah-rozgar

Yogana (SGSY) in the rural areas and through Swaran Jayanti Shahri Rozgar Yogana
(SJSRY) in the urban areas,

(3) Food security— primarily through TPDS, AAY, Annapurna Scheme for senior
citizens.

Social Security
The government is providing social security under its various programmes such as:

(1) Aam Admi Bima Yojana: This scheme is targeted at the rural landless households
where one earning member within the age group of 18-39 years is insured at a
premium of T200 per year borne 50 per cent by the central government and the
remaining 50 per cent to be borne by the state governments.The coverage is ?30,000
for natural death and ?75.0OO in case of accidental death.As an additional incentive,
children of the insured studyingof the class 9-12 would get scholarship of?30G per
quarter.

(2) Universal Health Insurance Scheme (UHIS): This scheme of rhe Government is
being implemented by the Oriental Insurance Company aimed ar BPL families.

This scheme provides coverage of hospitalization expenses upto T30,000 per
year, per person insured under the scheme. The premium is ? 165 per annum for
individuals.?248 per annum for a family of 5 members and ?330 per annum for 3

family of 7 members.
(3) Janashree Bima Yogana (JBY): This scheme is being implemented by the Life

Insurance Corporation of India (L1C) aimed at BPL families, providing insurance
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coverage at a premium of?200 per annum 150 per erm to lie home by the Insult
and 50 per ccm by the Social Security Fund).The coverage is ?20.000 for rututj

death and ? 50.000 for accidental death.
(4) Swavalamban Scheme: This scheme has been launched by UC, on behalf of ^

government in 2010,aa a pension scheme for the unorganized sector.
'Why the plethora of schemes has not yielded the desired results? A few reasons for M0(

deliveringarc as follows:

(1) The Government has well-designed schemes. The question is not about intention
but that of implementation ol these schemes, proper identification of the targeted
beneficiaries.

(2) There is also a lack of awareness of these schemes amongst the masses given their
illiteracy and ignorance.

(3) There is also absence of any monitoring mechanism for the efficacy of such schemes
or to know the end result. The focus is on increased outlays and new schemes but
there is no mechanism of tracking down the outcome.

(4) It may be better to implement these programmes through NGOs after a strict
screeningprocess and also with proper checks and balances in place.

(5) There is a need to bring in an independent ‘social audit' ol these schemes not foi
fixing accountability but for plugging leakages, improving delivery so as to make the
schemes effectiveand true to their intention for the overall benefit ofthe social sector,

(6) Today, there is availability ofmodern technology which can be deployed for capturing
information and creating a database which will enable a tracking mechanism for the
target group and their reach and will be useful in refining the schemes in future.

(7) finally, the focus of rhe government has been on schemes, so many that thev overlap
with diffused focus and accountability' at different levels.

The aspect of changing the orientation from schemes to the people in the villages could
be a better strategy and it also leads to convergenceof all the schemes.This couldbe done
following the cluster approach’ which is implementing all the schemes starting from the
most backward villages,bunched together as a duster, for the schemes to be implemented
and ensuring their sustainability by transferring the onus of further development to the
villages and then moving to another cluster.

It would be rhe responsibility of the state government to monitor the functioningof
the cluster of villages that arc assisted through the schemes. This would provide for bcuc«
delivery of schemes, proper monitoring and also for sustainability of the efforts and will
lead to fundamental clianges as the needs of the villages would get assessed first and no!
the other way around. It will also enable the government to acquire an undertiandinfof the resources required and then the government could look at various alternatives d
implementing them.

Right since Independence, these problems have persisted. It has also engaged d*attention of successive governments but it has always been through increased outlays
new schemes which have been launched for them, year after year, but without tangibk
benefits.What is now required is to tackle them differently. A few suggestions have bed*
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provided earlier, noi that they arc bound IO succeed, but will display the attitude of the
government of willing to experiment to find Jong-lasting solutions EO the vexed problem*.
"Ihc government has TO keep in mind that it is not the resources which matter but in their
efficient spending, technology-enabled monitoring mechanism and being on the learning
curve each year, reorienting and successfully addressing die needs of the social sector

Lei us also admit that the task is daunting but it has to be accomplished one way or the
other, a major challenge for the governments both the centre and state collectively.
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Given that social sector do not have access to organizesounxs of financesay through bonks and
also given their on tensive paper work,Cumbersome procedures, documentation requirenieni-
the micro credit institutions are today seen as offering a solution both for the social sceior as
well as addressing the issues of poverty. These institutions, as a concept have their genesis in
Bangladesh, pioneered by Mohammed Yunus, for which he was awarded the Nobd Prize, as
successful institutions for reaching out to the last Unit of any economy not possible through
banks and directly contributing to the uplift of the poor especially rural women.

In India, the SHG movement starred in 1992 under NABAJLD and with involvement
of banks. Under the SHG scheme credit is linked to savings by focusing on capacity
building, with low interest rates usually 8-10 per cent with monthly repayment but
responsibility of the group and not individuals. SHGs in India cover 90 million poor
households and have extended credit of over T25,000 crorc.

Micro Finance Institutions (MFIs} are institutions which provide credit to the poor
but at a high interest rate but lower than that charged by the money lenders. MFIs in
India have engaged the attention of the government only since 2003 and in the Last 7

years, have seen an exponential expansion to reach 30 million and credit of over ?30,000
crorc. These have been seen as partnering SHGs in micro finance in India and also a
major way through which the country could provide ‘financial inclusion , that is. to
provide accessibility to organized sources of finance to the poor people and reduce their
dependence on the money lenders for their income generating activities enabling them to
have source of income, employment and also get out of poverty.

However, in recent times, MFIs especially in Andhra Pradesh, have given a new
dimension and raised the following fundamental issues:

(1) Their prime motive is to earn profits through high profit margins by charging high
interest rates but slightly lower than that charged by the money lenders.

(2) MFIs have reached out to those ignored by the banks and also the fact they are not

complementing the efforts of the banks. There is sizeable concentration of MFb in
areas where there is banking penetration.

(3) MFIs are finding softer options of lending like SHGs, which leads to multiple
financing, debt burden on the borrowers.

(4) MF1 are aggressive and are more consumer-oriented loans, Jess productive-oriented,

similar like a private bank selling consumer Joans or the US banks lending to sub-
prime borrowers.
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These developments have forced the government to rethink on this model of financial
inclusion and adding in place regulations for the MFI.

However, at a broader level and to provide greater inclusivicy the nationalized banks
are better placed than the MFIs through innovative means such as the correspondent

banking route, which will keep costs low of reaching out without the need for more
branches. Micro finance through MFIs would thus require a redesign but their greater

complementary and compatibility role with the banks would have to be explored to make
them as effective institutions of micro finance in India.

Social sector is one of the key sectors of the economy and reaching out to them
and drawing them into mainstream of development is the biggest responsibility of the
government, as only then the biggest transformation of the economy would happen by
bringing all round prosperity.
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FOOD SECURITY

Q FOOD SECURITY
The first aspect of food security is the domestic availability of food grains. No country
would ever be willing to depend on other countries for their requirement of food guilts or
agricultural commodities, unless it does not have any other option. Since Independence,

India has travelled a long way towards the food security, from an importer of food guilts,

which has now achieved ‘self-sufficiency’ in food grains, through the increased domestic
production.

O

Buffer Stock of Food Grains

India is one among the few councries in the world having government-held stock of food
grains, for the following reasons:

(1) Buffer for meeting natural calamities;
(2) Price stabilization in case ofcrop failures;
(3) Providing food grains under public distribution system.
The government has buffer srock norms for different months in a year. Ac present, the
maximum stock of the food grains of wheat and rice are to be held by the government, as
buffer stock is 27 million tonnes to meet the aforesaid objectives.

Food Corporation of India (PCI) has the prime responsibility of procuring the food
grains and the procurement is done at minimum supporr price (MSP) and stored in its
warehouses at different locations and from there it is supplied to the state governments
in terms of requirement. FCl also sells in the open market ro stabilize, if their prices turn

volatile especially in periods of crop failures.
Certain issues which arc around buffer stock operations are briefed as follows:
First, the government is currently holding many multiples more than that required

under the norms ofaround over 50-60 million tonnes, even when higher stocks have been
held in the past. Why does rhe government hold higherstocks than required? It is because
of the MSP of food grains and also the procurement price; and at that price government
is mandatorily required to procure whatever arrives to FCI. If there is a bumper crop.
FCl will have to procure the entire stock. Even if the market price of the food grain is
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higher, farmers prefer to sell to FCI because it procure* in bulk. Ibis lead* In ., Inirldnp
stocks.

Second, FCI does not have enough storage capacity to hold the big), J«vcl« (,f f(pf
,

grain stocks. At present, the entire capac ity oJ M .1 is around SO million tonnes, whjj,
actual available storage, will not be more than SO million tonnes, l-ven this storage|i „
appropriate. There is a tremendous wastage ol around 7 50,000 store at ally hy both tffl
account improper and on inadequate storage facilities.

The other aspect under food security is around the public distribution system
Food grains art distributed to the state governments at an issue price1 for their distribute,
to the poor through the PDS at prices, much below their economic cost (MSI' with
transportation and storage cost ). As a result , the government ha* to hear the djflewtftj
cost between the economic cost and (he price charged in ( lie PDS, as ‘food subsidy’ of
over 775,000 crorc.

PDS was a general entitlement for all the consumers or citizens, where a fixed amount
of food grains, sugar and edible oil were distributed through the dedicated government
owned shops or outlets at a rate or price lowei than die prevailing market rate. In a hid, to
ensure focus of PDS towards the poor or for the economically backward families and in
an attempt to stop pilferage and diversion of food grains to the open market , a ’Revamped
Public Distribution System (RPDS)‘was launched in June 1992 in 1775 blocks (mostly
backward and remote areas) throughout the country.

Subsequently, theTargeted Public Distribution System (TPDS) was introduced effective
from June 1997, which envisaged subsidized distribution of food grains to poor families
(classified in India as below poverty line ( BPL), above poverty line (API.) and poorest of
the poor families identified as Antyodaya Anna Yojana (AAY). TPDS was amended with
an intention to benefit around 6 erore (6(J million) poor families for whom a quantityof
about 7.2 million tonnes of food grains was earmarked annually.

'Jhc identification of die poor under the scheme is performed by the states as per
poverty estimates of Planning Commission of India. In 2(100, in view of the consensu*on increasing the allocation of food grains to BPL families, and also to better target the
program, the Indian government has increased the Allocation to BPL families from 10
to 20 kg of food grains per family per month at 50 per cent of the economic cost and
allocation to the APL families.

The number of BPL families has been increased by shifting the base to the population
projections of the Registrar General as on I March 2000 instead of the earlier population
projectionsof 1995. This has increased the totalnumber ofBPL families whnarc at presen1
eligible for subsidized food grains. The allocation of food grains for the BPL families was
further increased from 20 to 25 kg per family per month with eficcrive from July 2O0L
Initially, the AAY families were provided 25 kg of food grains per family per month at ikf
timeof launchingof the scheme in December 2000. Ihe scale of issue of food grains unde'AI L„BPL and AAY has been revised to 35 kg per family per month with elktiivc a* 0,1
1 April 2002 with a view to enhance the food security at the household level.Under the I PDS, all ration card holders have been segregated Into APL and Bl1 1

ami ics. Jhc BPL families acquire food grains, sugar and kerosene at one-half of the P1^thantb i, to the APL families.
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Issues in Targeted Public Distribution System {TPDS)— Reasons
Tne mam fiaw in the system that a large chunk of those who are eligible for subsidizedfood grams under BP1. category have been left out leading to critically questioncomprehensiveness of TPDS.

Thecriteria tor inclusion in the BPL list arc solelyeconomical which is often understated
or under reported because lack of availability of national incomedata.'Ihcrc ate allegationsthat persons having political patronage have found a place in the BPL list . Not all BN.families arc actually* BPL hut arc included. A large number of the very poor families
are in the APL category and are thus denied their right for acquiring the subsidized food
grains from TPDS.

Further, the BPL families graduating in terms of income criteria should technically
be excluded as beneficiaries under BPL however, they continue to do so. Ihcrc is thus
incentive EQ be classified as a BPL family; as a result no family would like this tag to go.In the existing system, there is no exit bur entry’ only, thus becoming an ever increasing
liability of the government, in terms of increase subsidy bill and the benefits ‘not exactly’
those for whom it is intended.

Oeady.it is not the schemes but the delivery channel which has failed us.Starting from
the identification of beneficiaries, bogus cards (in terms of a recent government survey
over T 1.75 crore are bogus cards). There is no attempt to review the ration cards which
are issued.

Hic other is the large-scale black marketing, hoardings and their diversion to open
market. Government resources, say that as much as 20 per cent of the food grains meant
ro be supplied under TPDS. find their own way in die open market. Even the quality of
food grains being supplied under TPDS is of suspect, given the conditions of storage in
the warehouses of FCI.

The TPDS in its current form is not only inefficient, but more importantly, it does not
reach out to the poor people, besides wastage and diversion is rampant. It is ironical that
a country like India has more than enough required buffer stock, excessive subsidization
by the government , yet there is hunger and about 270 million poor people in the country.
Can this be known as ’food security in India?

Matronal Food Security Bill
Distir.ctlv. inclusion of the people as been a major issue in TPDS and the government has
fried to address by attempting a revamp of the TPDS, by moving away from inclusion to
that of exclusion’. or including a larger percent of both rural and urban population as part
of the National Food Security’ bill-
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'Jim bill proposes to cover 75 per cent of the rural and 50 per cent of the urbjn
population, ii seeks to provide 5 kg of rice at 73, wheat at 72 and coarse cereals at 71
pet month to each in the population covered. State government will be free to decide the
criteria lor coverage of population. 'Ibe current scheme of Amodaya covers the poorest of
the pom and would be continued.

Ibis will demand loud grain requirement of around 60 million tonnes and entail ajj

animal subsidy of around 7 1.3 lakh crore or 7Ibillion annually.

What enn be the Issues around the Food Security Bill?
Food security should be envisioned around a ’basic nutrition basket of goods aimed
at gening rid of malnutrition and ensuring ‘nutrition security of irs population. Mere
inclusion of coarse cereals will not allow building nutrition security for its population.
Various international reports have clearly mentioned that addressing, both hunger and
malnutrition, should be accorded as the top most priority in India.

Roth in terms uf’hung/cr’ ind ‘malnutrition’,India ranks poorly. In terms of a study by
theInternationalFood Policy Research Institute, India is ranked 67 our of fid countries in
theCflobul Hunger Index.

Implementing such a scheme at a massive level, without addressing the inefficiencies
in the delivery system, relative ability of the state governments, can well defeat the very
puq>ou- of the scheme, of reaching out to the poor.

Procurement of food grains of such magnitude would require not only augmentingbut
also scaling-up storage capacity and improving the facilities in storing them. India may
well need to Import foot!grains which would impact global food prices and also impacting
their prices in India.

It is not about the magnitude of the subsidy bill and their provision made in the
present budget. Jt is the continuous and the increasing liability of any government in
perpetuity, How long can it be sustained in the future? Will such a scheme not provide
complacency (o irs population,ol shying away from work with the assured food available’
without working to earn to buy the food?

What Needs to be Done as a Part of Food Security?
Initially, there is a need to have a mechanism to identify the beneficiaries or the poorpeople. RIM,cards arc of conclusive proofof them beingbeneficiaries,but 'not a conclusiveproofof being below poverty line'. Ibis is the biggest challenge in addressing food security
in India.

Ihr government has set up the Unique Identification Authority oflndia, the first ofiokind in the world with the ambitious objective of allotting biometric twelve digit uniqueIDnumber to each and every person in the country under ‘Aadhaar project’.However, d*talks about tile project will provide only a unique ’identity’ to the people but
asscreaming ’income or consumption expenditure' of the people, which is requiredidentification of beneficiaries.
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llu- best way, which the government is proposing, is by following the exclusion
method’, of excluding certain categories as beneficiaries, rather than identifying the
targeted beneficiaries. However, even this will require broad consensus on the categories
to he excluded and cannot be left to the state governments for uniformity purposes. One
category may be excluded by one state but the same category may be included by some
other State. Broad parameters of exclusion should be spelt out by the central government
through aprocessofconsensus and leave the fine tuningto the respectivestate governments.

As mentioned earlier, food security should be seen as nutrition security1 providing food
grains to the people with ’mat nutrition' is a bigger damage. Objective of the government
should be not only to ‘feed* bur also have a ‘fit’population.

The entire TPDS operations of procurement, storage, movement and its ultimate
distribution to the poor should be computerized with a technology leveraged tracking
mechanism throughout the country.Even though it is a difficult task, it can be creared by
the government with the help of creating a data baseof the entire population, through ihe
’Aadhaar scheme’. It is also feasible to have an efficient food management system.

Storage capacity has to be increased at least by about 15-20 million tonnes in the
immediate shorr run. There is a need to adopt the public privarc sector partnership (PEP)

for streamlining storage, storage faciliries transportation and establishing an efficient
delivery chain,

Any subsidy mechanism is always inefficient as there is bound to be leakages,no matter

what efforts are made, to plug them. The only better way to reach out to the poor people
is providing direct income support, to the extent subsidy is to be given.For example, if the
government desires to give to the poor people rice at ?3 per kg as against a marker price
of say ? 15 per kg in the market.

The poor people can be a provided an income support of?12 per kg. This is possible if
the government has both their identity and access to their account where the amount can
be credited. Alternatively, smart cards with embedded monetary values can be given to the
poor people for purchasing food grains at market prices.

Finally, at a more fundamental level, food security should be,as well said,‘Never give
a poor person a fish to cat but rather teach him how to fish’.

The central problem in India is creating employment opportunities for the people.
India has to work around it, as larger part of sustainable food security for the people, of
their relative ability to earn a livelihood with which, they can purchase what they wish
to consume. Focusing on improved agricultural productivity, work around the supply
chain so that 'availability of the minimum nutrition basket at reasonable prices is always
ensured’,

( iovernment should provide subsidized food basket, to those physically handicapped,
those incapable of entering employment stream, senior citizens and other such classes as

the government may deem fit, ‘but as matter of exception rather than a rule .

Food security has to be seen in broader context covering hunger, malnutrition, absolute poverty,

addrculng inefficiencies in the delivery channel, stream fain* identification of beneficiaries, all aimed
at improving living conditions of the people and getting rid ofabsolute poverty from the country.

Iftti
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'WHY' IS AGRICULTURE SECTOR IMPORTANT
FOR INDIA?
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In the previous section, we haddealt about agriculture sector which has about 60 per cent , . , ,
plus population-dependence, an aspect which has been there since Independence. Thh , , , , . .' 1 1 . . , , , . . . , I and thetr relative impo
sector provides us with food security and raw material tor inanutaemnng sector.

Each and every country would like to be self-sufficient for its requirements of food
grains, pulses, sugar,edible oils. milk,fruits and vegetables.

White Revolution (
Yellow Revolution (

India has the largest number of villages of over 6.00,000.Majority of our populationI * Blue Revolution (m
Golden Revolutionresides in villages.No other country has so many villages.

India’s agricultural sector is characterized by traditional, subsistence and livelihood [ * Golden Fibre Rcvol
rain fed farming, food grain oriented, lacking in diversification and commercialization. * Silver Fibre Rcvolut
Over 80 per cent of the farmers are landless, small and marginal farmers with cultivation j ’ Brown Revolution I

for consumption and little diversification. Agricultural finance is informal with triunceI Morenxendy.Rainbow
on the money lenders. It is said about India that majority of our economic issues aft) floriculture,plantation <
primarily of poverty and unemployment and both the problems and their resolution lie India is one among t
in the agricultural sector. under cultivation and Pt

There is enough literature assailable on agriculture in standard text hooks on IndianI major crops which is noi

Economy. Ir would be suffice to say here that the key issues in agriculture are to increael prices.It is not sufficient
production through distinct improved productivity. ginger, turmeric,pepper,

I rice,wheat, ground nut,
1 domestic demand and piWhy i$ Productivity Important? I ifidia « b]c5scd wilh I

In the earlier years,production could be increased bv bringing in more and more bo*| rural pmducrio
under cultivation without addressing productivity. However, today all available arableI diflerermaior between In

Whkh~~ -<*— -*•"-d L
W ith the increasingpopulation, increased incomes especially of the poor in At

would increase the demand for agricultural products manifold. What shouldproduct^does not increase? It would mean ’supply not sufficient tor demand'would result m increased prices of food items. JZ happened in 2000-2010
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inflation climbing over 15 per cent in a short period. As everyone will be aware that food
inflation will hurt all but the poor will be hit much harder.

Agriculture sector is considered as very vulnerable because it isonesector wheredemand
will only keep on increasing and supply will always be volatile with so many structural
factors and others like monsoon dependence as only 40 per cent land is irrigated.

Realizing the importanceof food grains way back in thesixties, the government ushered in
the 'Green Revolution’ pioneered by DrM. S. Swaminathan, to improve the productivity of
wheat and other cereals, through researched improved seeds known as high yielding varieties
(HYV) seeds. This was the first time where a scientific approach was adopted and with
measured applications of fertilizers, insecticides/pesticides, productivity of wheat quadrupled.
'Ihc success story was made possible only by creating the right model of optimal land size,
assured/adequate water supply, soil conduciveness in the areas such as Punjab, Haryana and
Western Uttar Pradesh.

However, it was more of an experiment to see how to improve productivity especially
of wheat. Much of the self-sufficiency in wheat can be attributed to the Green Revolution.
Our attempts wirh other revolutions in the agriculture sector were centred around products
and their relative importance such as:

White Revolution {milk and milk products).
* Yellow Revolution (oil seeds).
* Blue Revolution (marine products).
* Golden Revolution (Honey).
* Golden Fibre Revolution (Jute).
* Silver fibre Revolution (Cotton).
* Brown Revolution (Cocoa).
Morerecently. Rainbow Revolution (includes horticulturecomprising of fruits, vegetables,
floriculture, plantation crops,spices, etc.).

India is one among the largest producers of various agricultural goods in terms of area

under cultivation and production; however, it dearly lags behind in the productivity in all
major crops which is not sufficient for thedomestic market as is evident in their increasing
prices. It is not sufficient enough to be satisfied as the largest producer of pulses, coconut,
ginger, turmeric, pepper,milk or even the fact that India is the second largest producer of
rice, wheat, ground nut, fruits and vegetables. It has to be seen in relation to the relative
domestic demand and productivity rather rhan only production.

India is blessed with large land area whereas. China has lesser arable land than us but
its agricultural production is double than that of India. Clearly, productivity is the chief

differentiator between India and China,

Another concern is that the average annual growth of agricultural production right
since Independence has been only 2.5 per cent. This is very low keeping in view the

domestic needs. Food grains output has been trapped between J 75 and 200 million
tonnes of which wheat has stagnated around 70 million tonnes in the last few years. Ifierc

is an urgent requirement to increase the production which can happen only with the

increased productivity.
A
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Growth in agricultural production is seen as a multiplier for the rest of the ccofi0n^as ir helps in augmenting supply of food products thereby cooling prices. It also incre*̂incomeof the farmers and thus greater demand for non-agricultural goods giving incenuv*to the industrial sector to produce more and provide an upward spiral in growth.

ECONQMV

m NEW AGRICULTURAL POLICY 2000
The government realizing the importance of the agriculture sector formulated the New
Agricultural Policy during 2000.which has tried to give a new direction to the agricultu*sector which has the following salient features:

• Agriculture sector has to grow at an average annual growth of a minimum 4 per cent
over the next few decades.

• Greater focus has to be given on horticulture, animal husbandry, poultry, dairy,
aquaculture given their potential and their twin ability to raise the plank of growth
and increase purchasing power.

• Need to provide food and nutrition security.
• There is a requirement for greater biotechnology use. newer plant varieties and

their protection through suitable legislation, greater rhrust on scientific farming,
dissemination of technology advancements.

• Focus on agro and social forestry for maintaining ecological imbalances.
• Regularsupplyofpriceprotection ro farmers through theminimum support pricesystem,
• Dismantling restrictions on movements ofagricultural commodities.
• increase public investment in agriculture sector especially rural electrification,

irrigation projects, watershed development, etc,
Create olF-farm employment opportunities through promotion ofagro-processing units.

• Land reforms to beprovideda decisive thrust for better landdistribution,consolidation
and re-distribution of surplus land to landless farmers.

• National Agriculture Insurance Corporation should provide insurance cover in case of
crop failure, droughts, etc.- Allowing private sector participation through contract farming.

Ihcnewagriculturalpolicyofthe centralgovernment is only indicativeinnatureas agriculture:

being in the srarc list falls within the domain of respective state governments which would
have the responsibility ro implement the policy. Many experts including Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh feel thar India’s agriculture sector requires a 'Green RevolurionIl\

RAINBOW REVOLUTION
The earlier Green Revolution was centred on wheat and now what is required is *comprehensive revolution, which covers the entire agriculture sector known as Rainbo*Revolution and it essentially means the following:

Agricultural activities to change from subsistence and livelihood activities to a *commercial venture with focus on productivity and profitability.
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* Cmp diversification. commercialization, moving up the value addition chain.

" Intensification of research and should ensure their effective diiceminatiun aiming*farmers.
* Agricultural extension service, which is transmission of appropriate technology from

fab to land, has virtually collapsed in India. Less than 1 percent of farmers make use
of the extension services fKrishi Vigyan Kendra). Block level extension services are not
equipped with the latest advancements in Technology. There is an urgent requirement
of their integration in the agriculture sector tt> dose the knowledge gap.

* Allowing modern science, biotechnology, organic farming to be blended within the
agriculture sector.

* {farmers to move away from two-crop cycle to shorter durarion crops allowing for
multiple cropping.

* Stress on completion ol irrigation projects to get more and more land under irrigaiton.
* Increase both on and off farm employment.

Hocusing on rural transportation.
* The farmer should become the fulcrum and efforts made m improve his standards of

living and in his prosperity, lies the prosperity of the agriculture sector and the Indian
Economy,

Dr M. S. Swaminatban. an agricultural economist, however, feels that India needs Ever
tlrecn Revolution' for long- term sustainability. It cannot be achieved in one shot but
Continuous shots at improving production and productivity, suitable blend of (he traditional
with modern, focused on locally renewable sources of energy, organic farming and nuking
inputs and credit available to the farmers, as fundamentally more important today.

Agrictilrure sector right since Independence has been a thrust area, with increased
investments in each successive Jive- year plans, but problems have not only remained
unresolved but only accentuated over a period of time with large-scale rural poverty.

n case of F*1 M|N|MUM SUPPORT PRICE (MSP)
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The government announces the minimum support price (MSP) for twenty-four crop*
including rice, wheat, pokes, sugarcane prior to harvest which is to say that the minimum

price of crops in the market would not he less than the MSP announced for the cmp. Of
the MSP announced for various crops, the government through Pood Corporacmn of
India, as discussed in an earlier chapter, directly procures wheat and rice for meeting buffer
stock requirements and also TO channelize (he food grains to the poor through various

government sponsored schemes. For (he remaining crops, the government would ensure a

price which is higher than the MSP in the market .
Fruits and vegetables are sold to the agriculture produce marketing cooperatives

(APMC) of the respective state governmenu, which also fix the prke keeping in v.ew their

idative cost and ,tko ensure the farmer obtains a fair price.
The delivery channel h«a number of middle men. who retve as bottlenecks and

responsible for increased prices, large-scale hoarding* and ibo prevents < r rmer m

getting benefits of increased prices.
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The MS? allows a farmer knowing the- price which he would get for the produce in
the marker especially for the food grains. I>ut it is also believed that the benefits larg^go to the bigger farmers, besides the MSP has prevented diversification of the agriculture
sector. Many critics have favored discontinuation of the MSP, but the large scale small an,j
marginal farmers do benefit, even though a larger chunk of the benefit is reaped by the.
affluent farmers. Further it may be too pre mature for India, presently to move towards a
market pricing for food grains.

^ INDIAN AGRICULTURE— TEN NEW THOUGHTS
Agriculture sector in India requires an out-of-box thinking keeping in mind the criticality
of this sector*

At first, the scientific/modern genetic engineered farming today is crucial for India’)
fiiture.

Secondly, the markets for the farmers are distorted, not enabling them to get the ben
prices and there is a need to connect the farmer directly with the markets what is referred
as F(Farmer) •F(firm) F(fork).

At present, selling of agricultural commodities is under the APMCs of the respective
state government. Today, technology/internet provides not only for domestic access but
also for global access.

Farmers would need to be sensitized towards accessing those markets which get them a |
better pricing. This would also do away with the inefficient middle men syndrome, which
are intermediaries with no contribution and on the contrary arc largely responsible for
distorting, hoardings and other such malpractices.

Third, is contract farming which also allows for direct contacr of the farmer with the
market. Under this, the land ts with the farmer except that production of a crop is under
a contract’ with a buyer directly who also has the responsibility of providing necessary
Inputs and also picking up the produce whenever ready,

‘Ibis will however require two critical supports from the government;

• Amendments to the respective APMC ofdifferent state governments.
• Enacting legislations to ensure that interest of the farmers is adequately protected.
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Fourthly a serious thought would have to be afforded to corporate farming which
allows private sector players to enter into agricultural activities. It is not true that this
step would lead to greater marginalization and exploitation of the small and marginal
farmers.

There is a larger take away in the form of increased productivity, commercialization, !
diversification, greater value-addition, greater and efficient use of land, building an
efficient supply chain, increased investment and readily absorbed modem technologies-Almost 40 per cent of food products arc wasted and destroyed in the absence of supply
chain which can easily be plugged by the large corporates resulting in increased supply
food products and this would lead to lower prices in the markets.Fifthly, what is required today is complete mapping of soils across the length and
breadth of the country, superimposed with historical daw of the climate, rainfall, crop
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suitability and then decide mi the cropping pattern. Today, technology information isavailable to allow foi soil , climate-based cropping pattern and not on traditional and
historical-based cropping pattern,

Sixrhlv. need of growth wilt start to encroach upon land for setting up the special
economic /ones, setting up power plants, building roads, etc., which means in future the
land available for agriculture would gradually he reduced.

In terms of The National Moreau of Soil Survey and Land, Government of India ,
laud under non-agriculture has increased from 3 per cent in 1950-SI to over 11 per
cent presently. This makes increasing productivity not only important but an absolute
Must'.

Seventhly, there is an increasing trend amongst farmers in the belief of agriculture as
non-viablc and unprofitable provided, the increasing cost ol production and they exiling
by selling the land lor industrial activities, in recent times, the government is also declaring
large land area its non-agriculture to support industrial growth.

Herein, lies the challengesof balancing both but larger challenge would be to reestablish
agricultural activities as not only viable hut also as a profitable commercial proposition .

Eighth , is the land reforms which have been an avowed objective since Independence
but little has been done and still lesser achieved. There is a need for this to be prioritized by
the state governments. Further efforts should be made to computerize land records such
as the Bhoomi Project in Karnataka’ anti web-based land records under the ‘Dhzritrcc
Project in Assam’. India also has large waste land area which could be given to rural
landless people on ownership basis at free of cost for integrated farming-turn-forestry
operations. This would serve the objective of utilization of waste land besides giving the
landless farmers a source of livelihood.

Ninthly, current agriculture sector is starved of investment and it receives as little as 0.3
percent of GDI? There is an urgent need to step up public investment in irrigation, roads,
power and public health.

Finally, today strategy for agriculture sector would have to be broken down to the last
unit which is the village or at best district level . Issues at each district level would need to
be prioritized and then efforts should be made for their resolution.

What the agriculture sector needs is not another green or rainbow or evergreen
revolution but a renaissance which is rebuilding the agriculture sector.

03 FOOD PROCESSING INDUSTRY— AN OVERVIEW,
OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES

India's Agrarian Strength
India produces 200 million tonnes of food grains of which it is one among the largest
prchducers of wheat and rice. It is the second largest producer of groundnuts, fruits
and vegetables, which accounts for 10 per cent of the worlds fruits production and
the country' is leading in the production of mangoes and bananas , India is the worlds
largest producer of milk owing to the strong business models which arc formed through
cooperative movements in the country. Meat and poultry has alto gained popularity
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due 10 the emergence of producers that have integrated breeding, feed milling, cotur*,
growing and marketing fecitines which results in improved prcxJuarrity. Maii ^and poultry are in rural areas as they ate easily affordable and provide ncte^nutrients.

In recent years. there has been a shift from conventional forming of food grain* „
horticulture which includes fruits, vegetables, ornamental crops, medicinal and aron*̂plants, spices and plantation crops including coconut, cashew nuts and cocoa and allied
activities.

Nascent Food Processing
Despite the agrarian strength of production in India, food processing industry is «iH
in a nascent stage but holds tremendous potential to grow, considering the wide-
ranging and large raw' material base that the country offers, along with a consume
base of over one billion people. This industry holds tremendous opportunities for large
investments and an untapped market. Even though India's agricultural production base
is reasonably strong, it has low productivity and is largely a livelihood activity. It t*also characterized by high levels of wastage of over 35 per cent especially in fruits and
vegetables.

Processing of fruits and vegetables is low 2 per cenr, around 35 per cent in milk.
21 per cent in meat and 6 per cent in poultry products. By international comparison,
these levels are significantly low— processing of agricultural produce is around 40 percent
in China, 30 per cent in Thailand, 70 per cent in Brazil, 78 per cent in the Philippines-
and SO per cent in Malaysia. Value addition in agriculture produce in India is hardly
20 per cent.

The other important aspect is organized sector which has very little presence and largely
dominated by the unorganized sector. For example, in fruits and vegetables segment over
90 per cent is by the unorganized sector.

The food processing industry in India has a very small share of 1.5 per cent in thetotal GDP of the country and as a part of total manufacturing accounts for around
9 per cent. India’s share in world trade in respect of processed food is only about
1 ,6 per cent.

Potential of the Food Processing Industry
This industry' has to be seen in the larger context of the industry witnessing an exponential
growth and die market growing from US Si 90 billion likely to go up to US S300 billn*by 2015 and further to US $350 billion by 2025. Such a huge market cannot be handled
by the unorganized sector and has to be taken care as a sound business proposition botb
in terms of the potential and also harnessing this potential.

According to the Confederation of Indian Industry (CH) the food processing s4*®1

has the potential to attract US S33 billion of investment in 10 years and can ge«rt3lf

employment of 9 million person-days.
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Government Initiatives

&~tzzss=xzaixs2i. Fn.it and vegetable processing (including freezing and dehydration)
* Grain processing.- Processing of fish (including canning and herring).

Processing and .efrigtration of certain agricultural products, dairv products, poultryand eggs, meat and meat products.
* Industries that are related to bread , oilseeds, meals (edible), breakfast foods, biscuits,confectionery, malt extract , protein isolate, high protein food , weaning food andextruded food products (including other ready-to-car foods).
* Beer, including non-alcoholic beer.
* Alcoholic drinks from non-molasses base.
* Aerated water and soft drinks.
The vision 2015 for the food processing sector aims at die following;
* Enhancing and stabilizing the income level of the farmers.

Providing choice to consumers in terms of wide variety and taste including traditional
ethnic food.

* Providing greater assurance in terms of safety and quality of food to consumers.
* On promoting a dynamic food processing industry.
* Enhancing the competitiveness of food processing industry in both domestic as well

as international markets.
* To establish the food processing sector attractive for both domestic and foreign investors.
* Achieving integration of the food processing infrastructure from farm to market.
* Having a transparent and industry friendly regulatory regime.
* Arranging in place a transparent system of standards based on science.

The following specific targets have been set out for the year 2015:

* Increase in the level of processing of perishables from 6 to 20 per cent.
* Increase in value addirion from 20 to 35 p« cent.
* Share in global food trade to increase from 1.5 to 3 per cent.
An estimated investment of f 100.000 croies is requited to achieve the vision, of which

'45,000 erases is expected tocome from the private sector.T45.000 core,from financial
ln^:' : ji;oru and ? 10.000 crorcs from government.

•Ihe government narks tocreatean appropriateenviranmem for rnrrepreneurs rose, up
fund pm, up industries through the following:
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. A „n«md promotion nnmpaip.. «*= marker Ibr proceed foods bp provi(B
financial atfisrar.ee.0 indusrry associarions. NGOs/conperarrves. prrvarc see,or^state government organization for undertaking generic mar ct promotion.. Harmonization and simplification of food laws by an appropriate enactment to cove,
all provisions relating to food products so that the existing system ofmuli.pl* laWi Lj

replaced and also covering issues concerning standards such as nutrition, merit goods,

futures marketing, equalization fund, etc.
* Efforts to expand the availability of the right kind and the quality of raw maierij]

round the year by increasing production and improving productivity.
* Strengthening of database and market intelligence system through studies and surveys

are to be conducted in various states 10 enable planned investment in the appropriate
sector matching with the availability of raw material and marketability of processed

products.
* Strengthening extension services and to the farmers and co-operatives in the areas of

post harvest management of agro-produce to encourage the creation of pre-processing
facilities near the farms such as washing, fumigation, packaging, etc,

* Efforts to encourage setting up of agro-processing facilities as dose to the area of
production as possible ro avoid wastage and reduce transportation cost.

* Promotion of investments, both foreign as well as domestic.
* Simplification of documentation and procedures under taxation laws to avoid

unnecessary harassment arising out of mere technicalities,

Establishment of cold chain, low cost pre-cooling facilities near farms, cold stores and
grading, sorring. packing facilities to reduce wastage, improve quality and shelf life of
products.

* Application of biotechnology, remote sensing technology, energy saving technologies
and technologies for environmental protection.
Building up a strong infrastructural base for production of value added products with
special emphasis on food safety and quality matching international standards.

* Development of packaging technologies for individual products, especially cut-fruits
and vegetables, so as to increase their shelf life and improve consumer acceptance both
in the domestic and international markers.

* Development of new technologies in food processing and packaging and also to

provide for the mechanism to facilitate quick transfer of technologies to field through
a network of R&D institutions having a central institute at the national level with
satellite institutions located strategically in various regions to cover up the whole
country and to make available the required testing facilities. This could be done by
establishing a new institution or by strengthening an existing one.

* Development of area-specific agro food parks dedicated to processing of predominant
produce of the area e.g., apple in J&K, pineapple in North Ease, lichi in Bihar, mango .
in Maharashtra and Andhra Pradesh, etc.

* Development of anchor industrial centre and/or linkage with anchor industrial unit* „
having network of small processing units.

* Development of agro-industrial multi-products units capable of processing a cluster d
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. Mechanism ... foe gap ben ® .he firm gate price „f a6,„.prtKiu« an<1 lhcjinal price paid by the consumer.. Development ot futures market in the best interest of both the farmers and theprocessors ensuring minimum price stability to the farmer and a sustained supply ofraw material us the processor,. Setting tip of an equalization fund to ensure sustained supply of raw material at aparticular price level and ai the same time to plough back the savings occurring in theeventuality of lower price to make the fund self-regenerative,. Establishment of a strong linkage between the processor and the market to effect costeconomies by elimination of avoidable intermediaries.
* Establishment oi marketing network with an apex body to ensure proper marketingof processed products.
* Development of marketing capabilities both with regard to infrastructure and quality

in order to promote competitive capabilities to face not only the WTO challenge but
also to undertake exports in a great way.

Given the trends in the Indian I nod and beveragesector including key industryconsideration,

it is imperative (or the Indian industry to leverage the emerging opportunities through the
following:

* Exploitation of the Imgc untapped potential in processed foods.
* Opportunities demonstrated bv contract farming, captive supplies of raw materials,

disintermediation and direct access to farmers, availability of new and improved seeds
and farm technology.

* Value addition to unprocessed categories of food such as dairy, fruits and vegetable,
staples and edible oils,

* Exploitation of increasing health and safety awareness of the Indian consumer— this
would pave the way for value added products on a health platform.

* Investment in supply chain in order to improve costs, tighten supplies and minimize
wastage.

* Investment in better packaging and cold chain infrastructure will aid the processed
food and beverage sector as these would aid in processing of fruits and vegetables.

* Exploration of appropriate regional branding strategics in order to appeal to the deep
rooted traditions, values and customs oi die consumer,

* Taking advantage of the inherent ethnic tastes and food habitsof the Indian consumer¬

's provides the local food players a distinct advantage over foreign entrants urn the
sector and poses an entry barrier for the latter.

* Exploitation of .he increasing consumerism fuelled by new job oppor.umr.es, large,
disposable incomes and the emerging boom in modem retai fra *

* Opponuniucs for growth through foe inorganic rott.c, I-*'-"-*£outbound .his would provide access » new produc, ca.egor.es. brands, markers and
M'sv technologies.
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• The SEZMEZ opportunity would also provide players an added incentive to dt^(tut u field projects within these /ones and enjoy additional fiscal benefits.
* I he Indian foods and beverage industry is poised for a significant leap forward— ^M i interesting times and continued success will depend on a proper understanding

of the landscape and challenges therein, quickly exploiting emerging opportunm^.skillful execution of strategic mergers and acquisitions and effecting a seamlq,
organisation to evolve into truly global players.

Mega Food Park Scheme
Highest priority has been accorded by the government for the development of
infrastructure ,

'the government has already taken several initiatives on this front whidi
include developing of foot! parks, packaging centres, modernized abattoirs, integrated
cold chain facilities, irradiation facilities and value added centres.

The initiative to develop food parks was taken primarily in order to assist the small
and medium enterprises which are unable to invest in capital intensive activities. So far,
twenty-two food parks have come into operation which provide common facilities such as
cold storage, food testing and analysis labs.

The primary objective of the MFPS is to provide adequate/excellent infrastructure
facilities for food processing along the value chain from the farm to marker. It will include
creation of infrastructure near the farm, transportation, logistics and centralized processing
centres.

The main feature ofthcscheme is a cluster-based approach.The scheme will be demand-
driven; pie-marketed and would facilitate food processing units to meet environmental,
safety and social standards. The expected outcome results in increased realization for
farmers, creation of high quality rural processing infrastructure, reduction in wastage,
capacity building of the producers and processors and creation of an efficient supply chain
along with significant direct and indirect employment generation.

The scheme aims to facilitate the establishment of a strong food processing industry
backed by an efficient supply chain, which would include collection centres, primary
processing centres and cold chain infrastructure. The food processing units, under the
scheme, would be located at a central processing centre (CPC) with requirements based
on common infrastructure which arc required for processing* packaging, environment!)

protection systems, quality control labs, trade facilitation centres, etc.

Urgency of Such Initiatives— Reasons
As mentioned earlier, it is because of the growing market largely because of inctos^income of people, rapid urbanization, changing demographics, movement away ft’01"
joint families to nuclear families and increasing number of working women.The changing
pace of life has marked a preference for processed food.

These have resulted in shift in consumption driven by the processed food market-
which is increasing and presently accounts for 32 per cent of the total food marker and *
likely to grow further only. The food processing industry is growing and has become 01*
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Coemption patterns in India have be undergoing a visible shift, ELarlfe,the share

0fcereal products was the highest, followed by milk and milk products,vegetables alible
0]| and moat products. However, in recent years, the growth rates for fruits, vegetables
meat and da.ryproducts havebeen higher than cereals and pulses.Thisshift in mm implies
That there is also a need to diversify the food production base m match the changing
consumption preferences.

This shift in consumption follows the pattern observed in developed countries in the
evolution of the global food demand. There is a shift from carbohydrate staples to animal
sources and sugar. On following this pattern, in future, there will he increasing demand
for prepared meals, snack foods and convenience foods and further on the demand would
shift towards functional, organic and diet foods, these an? post-liberalization trends that
have given an impetus to the sector.
Some Structural Issues
Farmers have a limited market for their agricultural produce,which arc confined to the
local‘Msndis’, and are governedby APMC under the respective state government;and the
farmers can only sell to them. They cannot sell directly to the private parries for further
processing.As a result, they are denied better prices and also prevent food processing.They
also have limited information about the marketfs), prevailing prices and operate within
their limited knowledge, based on their own wisdom.

The supply chain of agricultural produce from the farmer to the ultimate consumer
lacks transparency and passes through a number of middlemen raising cost through
commission charges, resulting in higher prices without any value addition. Further, the
absence of storage/warehousing facilities and an inefficient transport system results in
wastage, which only add up to higher prices.

There is virtual no use made of even the available technology let alone leveraging
technology in the entire supply chain. There is no quality control and testing mechanism
for agricultural produce which reaches the consumer. The extent of use of fertilizers,
hygiene aspects and whether they are safe for human consumption is not seen as anyone’s

responsibility,

Remedial Measures
Tbe government ha,taken ,he firs,Hep. by allowing.he FOI in nnS.i-bn.nd retailing.

TO the food processing industry. This will ako ensure a larger part.cpt.on P

H'CIOJ .rl (be enrire chain.

J
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However, this seep will require a critical enabler, that of, amending to the resp̂ j^APMC act of the respective state governments. This amendment will allow farmersdirectly to those interested in food processing, which allow private sector to set upyards for picking up produce from the farmers. It will also open up the supply chain.It is for this reason the central government has permitted the FDI subject to consetyof state governments.
In recent times, there has been a biotechnology revolution and now is the time for foodrevolution around food processing industry and this is the reason why this industry uknown as a ‘sunrise industry’ in view of its potentiality. India besides meeting its own foodneeds in terms of quality, diversified and value added products is also capable of expandingto global markets. The food market can never have a down turn like other markets is iiis driven as a basic necessity and the demand will always be there for the same. The realchallenge will be from the supply side or the ability to feed this growing market.The food processing industry in India has only become to evolve and has the capabilityof becoming the fastest growing sector in the future, with tremendous opportunity andpotential, but also at the same time a challenge in overcoming rhe structural issues,improvements in supply chain and transforming from an informal to a formal sectorbusiness activity.
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LAND REFORMS—ANOTHER PERSPECTIVE

LAND REFORMS— ASPECTS
Contemporary land reforms in India addressed aspects such a abolition ofme'Zimmdarf
system, land ceiling act, reforms in tenancy, rights of tenants redistribution of surphis
land and land consolidation. These have been a focus area right HJVX Ir-depersdence,
largely within the state government domain. The}* continue ic be * priority area with
prevalence of a large number of small and marginal farmers *r.d also a large number of
landless farmers,

Tlic objective of this chapter is to bring out a new perspective, which has become
extremely relevant and also would require to be addressed on an equal important priority,
in tandem with the requirements of the economy.

The total area covered under agriculture is around 60 per cent of die land area of
India. Various articles mention a declining trendof area under agriculture, as a disturbing
trend. The forest cover of India is around 20 per cent,unreported around 5 per cent and
the remaining 13 per cent as mountains, rivers and also for non-agricultural purposes
including industries. Thus, a total land area for industrial/service setior/infrastructurc
activities is only 11 per cent.

How much of GDP is accounted by various sectors of the economy in relation to the
land use? Agriculture consumes up to 60 per cent of the land area whereas, contributes
only 17 per cent of GDP, while industrial/service sector contribute over 80 per ceaz of
GDP but has only 11 per cent of the land area. Growth in future will require large land
area under non-agriculture for industries, service sector activities and also for building
infrastructure.

This is not to undermine the importance ofagricultural sector in India.The issue hes
in improving the agricultural productivity, rather than the area under agriculture, Hid

^tor is important for food security and also for meeting the requirements of a growing
population, however, at the same time it cannot become a driver of growth.Urn has to

be driven around a widened and diversified manufacturing andindustrial base, wfuch will
Squire freeingupoflandunderagriculture.Ai least therei
this fact.
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LAND ACQUISITION BILL
. ,, W0f rcsiwa: for anv̂ ion of agricultural land for no„.agriculIOnl
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usc rnd a rubjcct Aa of ,894.now tuned*
W«rldve”o%deUy ofthrir pmjeers, rnainlr doe roreriorrs problems in U*
acquisition and environmental clearances. Eighteen major prajects in sectors suchas sted

and power, equivalent to ?244,815*50 crorcs, are stuck due to procedures relating to Uruj

acquisition and forest and environmental clearances. , it .
In the ahsencc of investment in critical areas, it will be difficult ro increase levels rf

growth.Already India isexperiencing a slow down in growth and investment, which needj

to be scaled-up. This is not a question of resources (which is available), but their conversion
into investment as an issue. It is in this context a new land acquisition law entitled the
"Right to Fair Compensation and Transparency in Land Acquisition, Rehabilitation and
Resettlement Bill 2012*, has been enacted to replace the existing Land Acquisition Act of
1894.

The act wilt provide transparent process for land acquisition for industrialization, de¬

velopment of essential infrasirucrural facilities and urbanization, with least disturbance to
the owners of the land and other affected families. The affected families, whose land has
been acquired and also to the families whose livelihoods arc affected by land acquisition,
will now get just and fair compensation.

The proposed land acquisition law defines ‘public purpose' so as to prevent arbitrary,

acquisition of land. Social impact assessment and establishment of public purpose has
been made mandatory through the participatory processes. The affected families have
been guaranteed certain rights for rehabilitation and resettlement.

Safeguards for protecting food security and limitations/prohibitions on acquisitionof land hi scheduled areas without the consent of the Gram Sabhas has been done to
ensure special dispensation to SCs/ST$ with regard to compensation, resettlement andrehabilitation.

It is an appreciable move by the government of reviewing a policy framed over 100 yeasago. ihis would be for the first time comprehensively covers acquisition, rehabilitationand resettlement under one Act. It is a land mark bill but at thesame time It is also felt thatit could increase cost of projects, for which land is being acquired, manifoldAt a broader level, this bill will lead to uniformity and transparency, remove ambiguitirs- “ wodd- iht
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>IAN EC°N0I LAND REFORMS ANOTHER PERSPECTIVE

at central government level a Natrona! Und Use Policy’, and within the broad umbrella
for nor, 91 statc &ovcrnment C0U'd ha>'C their r«P«tive Und use policies.This would result in Wrn'aer'cu|l^ utilization of Und. depending on the priorities of government and a balance between

P««m py|ic>' ctjmpeiing usages of land based on efficiency and productivity. Their importance also lies
* now unicrJ in the fact that this policy should then become the base of Und a „isiri — a

US probl,

actors such
urcs relati

tnd^l in the fact that this policy should then become the base of land acquisition policy and,
Cmi '«l W i«* on thc othcr way around' of first acquiring the land and then talk about land use

policy-asStttj

i

madc to H» -

nZ tola* IT!LEASING OF AGRICULTURAL LAND
increase leveh ^itment, which neqt Ar Prescntr I*34'11® oul of Und is only for non-agricultural land and agricultural Und can

but their convert on^ Uicd ^or sc^'cub'vat <on °r could be sold but present laws do not allow leasing of
ion law entitled dJ hind and &‘vin® out a8ricul,ural land on rent. Farmers who cannot undertake farming on

Rehabilitation ' t^IC‘r cnr'rc 3rca’ or those who arc not interested can rent out their land to those who

i Acquisition A ^ afC 'ntcrcslcd or th°se who do not have Und. This could help increasing both production
0 as well as productivity and also lead a way to make agriculture, a commercial venture

, . which presently is by and large a livelihood activity.
n UStri ization, tfc Widespread prohibition of land leasing, prevents healthy rural-urban migration. _

east disturbance # villagers arc unable to lease thetr land, and often have to leave land untiiled or leave
lies, whose land ha a fami|y member behind to work on land. Lifting these restrictions can help landless,
by land acquisidoe aCqUjK land from those who migrate, even while it will allow, landowners with education

1 and skills to move to industry or services,

to prevent arbitr^ Compulsory registration oflcaschoids and of thc owners title would provide tenants

public purpose ha and|aildowrtcrs a protection. Of course, for such a leasing market to take off, owners
Fecttd families hat should be confident that long-term tenancy would not lead to their losing ownership.

| With a vibrant leasing marker, and a clear title, there should be a little reason for not

Tons on acquisitit* I strengthening their ownership rights.
This lease hold mechanism can also be considered for large projects and also

infrastructure, which would obviate the need for ‘land acquisition , and by pass many
issues such as cost, compensation to be paid, resettlement and othcr such issues. It

amed over I DO yen [ will also keep capital costs down of Urge projects and make land available quickly for

jjtion, reliability projects.
ime it is also felt & [

^

antfold. ^
[Q MOVING FROM 'PRESUMPTIVE TO CONCLUSIVE' TITLE

’ rCm°V^f nor EconomicSurvey 2012-2013, mentions The National Land Records Modernization Pro-
1 aSnCU

|
,markt grW (NLRMP) which started during 2008 aimed at updating and digitizing Und records

bc *7? nceJ* by the end of rhe Twelfth Plan - Eventually, the intent is to move from presumptive title ,

Uch would II * wht;re regjs[ra( ioi] of a dtlc not imply the owner's title is legally valid, to conclusive

title , where it does. Digitization ill help in lowering the costs of land transactions, while

conclusive title will eliminate legal uncertainty and the requirement to use the government

35 intermediary for acquiring land so as to cleanse the tit c.
o^vprnments

This is a time-consuming activity requiringactive cng^ ^n'° 'Hme-bound manner,
and leveraging technology and would need to be complct i
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Once completed* it would bring in transparency in land dealings, allow for fair pfici^and development of an organized market,

IQ COMPUTERIZATION OF LAND RECORDS
Majority of the Issues encountered by the people in exercisingcontrol over land, is bccaî
of, Complex land record system and its overwhelming control by lower level bureaucracy,
There is ,i need to make land records accessibleand understood by the common man living
in the villages.

It is unfortunate that the system of land administration and management, despite itj
long history it) India , has remained neglected in most parts of the eounrry particularly
after development agenda became the major focus of the governmenr and administratis,
in the recent few decades, The regular survey and the settlement operations started after
the independence were abandoned, under a mistaken notion, that this whole cxcrcin
aimed at periodical revision of the land revenue, which had no place in a democratic
polity, particularly because there were other major sources of revenue.

It was little realized, that proper and scientifically updated land records, arc not only
critical for agricultural development, but also are the backbone of developmental effort.
Manual updating and physical verification of land records before their computerization
is a must. 'Ihcrc should he a National Authority for Computerization of Land Recortli
(NACLR) at the Government of India level. In most states, the work is being handled by
the Directorate of Land Records and Surveys who arc not able to cope up with the task
on account of their multiple responsibilities and this acquires low priority. There is thut
a need chat at the state level, there should be a dedicated institution in the form of the
State Authority for Computerization of Land Records (SACLR) similar to the NACLR to
exclusively deal with the computerization of land records. Both should work in tandem
and coimplore the process in a time-bound period.

Such digital land records would he useful in creating a national portal of land records
ami furthering land reforms being attempted since Independence.

BEYOND LAND AND LAND RIGHTS
There are few more contentious and complex issues in India today than those dealing with
land and land rights. Rather than focusing on land as an issue in isolation , a continuum
of rights has to be established regarding land, especially in the areas of access and reform-law and enforcement, use planning and management, administration and information
and other cross-cutting issues.

Tile new and exisring initiatives on land should be guided by the core values of
pro-poor, conflict resolution, democratic governance, equity, justice, as well as gen<fo
sensitivity. Although land policy development is taking place, it generally Jacks a human
rights framework. Land is not simply a resource for one human right. While some right*
have been recently established in the legal framework (such as work, education, food)’
they can all be adversely affected by access— or lack of access— to land, and the le£J‘
implications of it for a broad range of human rights is obvious.

LANO REFORM

Resolving lan
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Resolving land issues and land reforms largely tall in domain of the state governments,

as a result, progress and priority accorded to this sensitive issue has not been uniform across
different states. It has not got the desired attention because of vested* interest group, nexus
between 'land mafias’ and political parties. There is a need to rise above them, impart a

decisive thrust and a resolve, of implementing land reforms, in the national interests and

also for the benefit of a large cross section of people, the land less and the poor.

LAND REFORMS ANOTHER PERSPECTIVE
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C H A P T E R

SALIENT FEATURES—
‘NEW INDIA’

Q NEW INDIA
In the recent past, there has been a rapid transformation in the Indian Economy and
certain new features have emerged, old perceptions and outlook of the Indian Economy
has changed yielding a different perspective of India known as New India and are
characterized by the following features:

• India for a long period was believed to be a third world developing country and the
first feature is the change in the status from developing, third world country to that of
an emerging economy’, which is an economy with a great potential for accelerating
growth that offers investment opportunities. Its huge population is not seen as t
liability, hut is Seen as source of demand and establishes India as the second largest
potential market in the world after China.

• Various international reports talk of the future decades belonging to the BRICS
economies comprising of Brazil, Russia,India China and South Africa.More recently^Indonesia,South Korea,Vietnam and Taiwan have also been provided the same status
and could witness a gradual shift in the global economy.

• Secondly, change in the status from a third world economy to a ‘potential economy^
and is significant as it questions the supremacy today of the first world countries.
It also implies larger say in global matters, sharing at global platforms and global
recognition of the New India.

• India is widely believed to become a 'knowledge economy’as it already has millionsof
knowledge hubs and with the government having set up the Knowledge Commission
of India for developingstrategies for global knowledge to reside in the country.

• India is being projected as a ‘young economy* with over 50 per cent of its population
under 25 years ofage or 70 per cent ol the population under 35 years,a feature which
makes India unique or the only country in the world. This is in contrast to the global
phenomenon of ageing work force, increased longevity leading to large proportion
of non-working to working population globally and increased invesrment in social
security for the ageing population. India can also reap the benefits of favourable
demographic dividends through extensive and intensive education and stress on skill
development.
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sAL ) eNT FEATURES— '‘NEW INDIA’

. |„di, k bdng now referred ro *.Wkc, economy- when: economic deefeion.ofproduction and (iricniB arc largely rhrough market Foicci of demand and monly
lather than the government. n

Ar present , pricing of food grains (minimum support price), mail peiro goods
such as U*G, kerosene and diesel (administered price mechanism), fertilizers (group
mention price scheme) and utilities are regulated by government and pricing of the
remaining products are marker determined. Prices determined ihrough the market arc
said to be efficient1.

Hieafoncnicn lioncd arcsomeof t heemergingfea t u resof]nd ia known as ibe'New Ind ia’ Two
aspects need to be remembered in mind. First, the global perceptions havingchanged about
India give*;i new perspectivfc Secondly, they reflect the ‘advantages’ for India but still need
harness!ngt hroughcducat ionandskill format ion tobccon vertedasopportu n iries.orherwise,

India from a position of strength in these advantages can be taken Over by other emerging
economics.

However, then in our steal and enthusiasm wc should not forget that there is also a Real
India which one has referred to in the earlier sections, too which can gloss New India.

It may be useful to just revisit the Real India of having the following features:

* Large population residing in d Lakh odd villages in the country completely oblivious
of the New India, under abject absolute poverty, undernourished and living under
pitiable conditions.

* Traditional, subsistence and stagnating agriculture sector.
* Lack of employment opport unities in the economy with large-scale unemployment.
* A large proportion of the workforce ofOver 90 per cent engaged in the informal sector

in casual work for livelihood.
* While sectoral composition of GDP has altered towards service sector but economic

dependence continues to be on the agriculture secror.
* The increased growth of recent times as well as benefits of reforms of nor having

touched them Or an exclusive rather than inclusive growth.
* Completely oblivious of the fact that there is an international perspective of a New

India,

The most notable aspect of the Real India is the large number of population which
continues to Jive below absolute poverty levels and thar India continue to be home to

the largest number of poor people in the world. While we can draw comfort of the New

India w should not forget the 'Real India'which is where the soul of the country resides.
The biggest challenge for the government and the economy is to integrate ca

India,
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C H A P T E Ro INDUSTRIAL SECTOR AND
LIBERALIZATION

ROLE OF INDUSTRY IN AN ECONOMY

>
Previously, we have addressed the agricultural sector and its importance to the economy
The industrial sector plays an equally important role as it accelerates growth of economies,provides self-reliance, employment, creates a demand for the agricultural produce and
creates Tipple effect" (similar to throwing a pebble in a pond and you can see the waves
moving outwards),

industries can create townships around them thereby creating indirect employment
(Jamshedpur. Rourkcla. Bhilai are a few to mention here). Industrialization is all aboutfocusing on the industries allowing them to meet the requirements of the economy besideproviding linkages to the agricultural sector and also employment opportunities in the
economy. Ihis can be achieved only through higher industrial growth which can provide
momentum to overall growdi and also make it sustainable in future.

There has been a missing link in India of the industrial/manufacturing sector, despitepolicies and governmental focus, not playing its role ofcreating linkages with agriculturalL sector and also creating desired employment opportunities. Ihc services sector becomingBa major contributor to output rather than the manufacturing or the industrial sector^̂ HSuch sectoral comport ion m favour ui MTVK O doo. happen but once industrial sector hasachieved a level of mauuitv ejneigcd globally competitive and the service sector supportinghigher levels of growth of economies, which has not happened in India.' Let ns understand industry a bit more closely.It implies conversion of any raw material
into a finished good or a manufacturing activity producing wide range of goods which h
required in the economy. Industries can also be categorized across the following features;

f (I) Products— basic industries (steel, cement), capital good industries (manulacturiflf;ofplant and machineries).Intermediate goods industries (manufacture of dyes, tools,
etc,,) and consumer goods industries (manufacture ofcars,scooters, fridges,TV,etc.,).Ihe consumer goods industries are also known as White Goods Industry'.(2) Ownership— government (public sector),privateand foreign (private sector),pubi*and private sector (joint sector).

(3) Scale of investment in plant and machinery— Urge industries (investment in pi*1’1and machinery of over ?10 crores), medium industries 1— 10 crores), small-scak
industries (? 10 lakh to ?1 crores), village and cottage industries (less than ?10
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INDUST»IAL SECTOR AND LIBERALIZATION

u) Capital /Labour intensity-capita] intensive i.idusiri„r)“d ,abour^ ^^sget capital intensive
Ixiur in

India started its journeyof industrialisationduringthc second five-y„rp|afl (1955/56-60/61). Jhc pattern of industrialization in India is also known a> thc 'MahalanobuModel'(an Indian scientist) with the setting up of basic and capiul goods industries by thegovernment directly, strongly influenced by the Russian model of state-run industries

flfl PUBLIC SECTOR IN INDIA
One may ask ‘why’ public sector was chosen for industrialization. Post -independence
India was deeply influenced by the Soviet Union which had state-run industries and was
an era of‘socialism’with large role of the government in production ofgoods and services,
'Capitalism' was associated with exploitative tendencies and having vested interest.

Immediately after Independence, the privale sector was virtually non-existent in India
and whatever existed did not have the maturity, resources, technology,etc., to shoulder
could get the responsibility of the industrialization. The government, at its own level
Technology and other such support from other countries which may not have been possible
otherwise.

Evenifitispresumedthat the taskwas entrusted to the thenprivatesector,industrialization
would have required huge resources, technology support and well-trained manpower, which
were not available within the then private sector. Basic/capjtal goods industries have long
gestation period (time between investment and commercial production),high break-even
point (long period before profits accrue). These could be seen as natural dis-incemives for
die private sector at that time.

Setting up public sector in India for industrialization was a conscious,well thought out
and deliberate decision given the magnitude of responsibility and the need for moving on
a pre-determined path of industrialization. The role of public sector in India was dearly
cut-out and set up with the following objectives:
(1) Create significant‘capacities’ (ability to produce) in basic and capital goods,
(2) Achieve self-reliance in core areas and also facilitate import substitution.
0) Attain commanding heights of the economy and become a driver for the industrial

1 1 w 1 v . 1 *mii srffiu/rti rtf thr economy*

/ Tiisirn Lomnunaing ncignta v i me uvuvm; —
growth and a ’catalyst’in accelerating overall growth of the economy.

W Adopt pro-labour technology to create employment opportunities.
(5) Setting up industries in backward/tribal areas for their integration with the rest of the

economy and also for better regional development*

<6) Provide for development of the private sector.
i„i,Mmmn etc(7) Set up self-contained townships covering residential, sc ^

} france ty

Public sector to have regulated pric«
prices ofbasic goods,

' IK economy and nor crcaiing an upward spin* P
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Six since setting up ofpublic s=«or, an il be said they have delivered or athie^
(he objectives?

(!) Broadly They have delivered in creating significant capacities1 in all core arc*^having achieved sell-reliance in dlkinds ofindustrial goods required in theccoti^(2) Today, India can safety claim that it is not dependent on any country fer ^requirement of industrial goods largely due to the public sector

(3) Ihey have provided gainful employment,
(4 } It has also facilitated evolution of the private sector and also been responsible fortht

levels of indusiHabitation and industrial maturity reached.
{5) They can also be credited for malting the industrial sector a driver of growth and

lifting overall rarcs of growth*

They have had [licit own set of issues too* but many ofrliem cannot be directly attributed
to them, issues of capacity utilisation, technology-related* time and cost overruns but ttiojt

importantly, ui3ny public sector enterprises arc loss making. Of the two hundred twenty
odd PSU one third arc loss making with high levels of accumulated Josses.

However, can we realty blame the public sector for being loss making? Public sector
was set up with socio-welfare considerations provided the objectives of industrialization,

self-reliance, employment generation, development of backwardftribal areas, Mon
fundamentally, government ownership and profits do not go together. Profit is a function
of pure businesses and public sector by virtue of government being the owner cannot
function as a pure business*

Similarly, to comment on the efficiency levels of public sector is incorrect as efficiency
levels can be envisioned amongst the 'comparables'. One can comment on who is more
efficient amongst say, Pepsi and Coke. However, all public sectors arc operating as
monopolies in terms of their scale of operations.

Whom would you compare ONGC or BHEL or SAIL with? This is true for all public
sectors. It is nor to say that public sector is efficient. The expression conveyed here is that
it is nor possible to comment on efficiency levels ofpublic sector based on efficiency levels
of the private sector.

Further comparison of the public sector is technically incorrect as private sector
operates as a commercial venture with an explicit profit motive unlike the public sector
which also have social objectives to fulfil. Public sector has not to be envisioned from dir
perspective ofprofit-making or efficiency levels but in the larger context of the objective?
which arc assigned to them when they were set up.

WewonIdrevisit publicsector a bklaterafter developingan undcrstandingoftheindustml
policies which have defined the role ofpublic sector and also path of industrialization.

M INDUSTRIAL POLICIES
Jhe role of public and private sector, overall direction to industrial growth and the int̂

rrialization has been guided by various industrial policies of the government that ha? her*'
announced from dmc-to-rime in view ofchanging priorities starting from 1948 on*?
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IHOUSTKIA1 SECTOR AND LIBERALIZATION

ft&y °< ml ” h,ch "^f '“ >»«of economic reforms in led,,.
be required to go into each and every industrial policy since 1948, however, it would besuffice to sec the salient hey features of all policies pre-199 J which would facilitate a betterunderstanding ol the Jndustr.ai Policy of 1991 and the changes brought about in the right
context.

Industrial Policies (pre-1991) are as follows:
(1) The industrial sector was highly regulated, bureaucratic controls and subject to strict

licensing system by the government with the need for a licence for any industrial
activity, besides tbe need for compulsory registration before commencing the business.

(2) The policy of 1956 brought the role of public sector sharply by reserving as many
as eighteen areas exclusively for the public sector. In certain areas, private sector was
allowed but subject to the requirement of licence and registration. However, public
sector could also be set up in these areas if deemed necessary by the Government.

(3) lbus, most critical and important areas of oil, power, heavy equipments, telecom,
etc., were exclusively in the domain of public sector.

(4) Bigger private companies were highly regulated through the monopolies and
restrictive trade practices (MRTP) act and known as MRTP companies and similarly
foreign companies were regulated through the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act
(FERA) and known as FERA companies.

(5) It was believed by the government that as a company grows in size it can resort
to monopolistic and exploitative tendencies, As a result even after a licence and
commenting of business, the private sector had toseek approval from the government
for capacity expansion, diversification and other such business decisions.

(6) The earlier policies with a view to give public sector commanding heights and
control over key industrics/services also paved the way for nationalization or take
over from private sector. Thus, coal mining, banking, insurance, textile mills (sick
industries were taken over to protect employment) earlier in the private sector, were
nationalized,

(7) The pre-1991 policies had price regulation for industrial goods with prices of steel,
cement and other basic goods controlled by the government.

(8) Each and every policy had stressed on the mixed economy character of the economy
which is co-existence of the public and private sector but in reality it was heavily
tilted towards the public sector.

Tosummarize, the pre-1991 policies were highly regulated and regimented oriented, near

dominanceof ,he public sector and a very limited space but with bureaucraticcontrol ove,
Private sector companies.

EQ NEW ECONOMIC POLICY 1991

*mentioned previously, this policy is knot to be the beginning of cconomt^ormsm
Though reforms J«re there befbm this also bur rhey went as changes bemg e«ec
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-; DoVlcV 3t greater freedom for doing businesses outride the gov*,,^1 y f . , . . ->r and larger rule for ^

„explicit in the polity of J99I . ft is also kmnvn a* dif ^
Industrial Policyor the New Economic Policy,and also known*the polity of libera^ * n1

end oflicencc/pemiit rajoreven end of bureaucratic control over functioningof the th— «-*».h-u«-ouuut *.Ji **n•[i also imtiugn

dear distinction b

companies, This lifted all bureaucratic control on their functioning. Price regulate [ncrcmenul inveil

paved a way to the market determined prices for most of the industrial goods. Hie C0nCcnlUit’ tm ad

emphasized on greater competition and level playing field for all players. J (
.(|lfI l ( J

Ft advocared liberal foreign investment policies to attract foreign investment in ^ undcrmlnf
country (more about this in upcoming sections). Broadly, the New Economic Policy or |frjVilte sector in < 1
die Industrial Policy 1991 has three broad areas which arc as follows:

Public Sectors

JJAhr ^

control, reduced the role for public sector, dc-rcscrving areas and larger role fo, ,L

private sector, doing away with MRTP/FERA act and dispensing with MRTP a(ltj j

TTiit Jibed all bureaucratic control on their functioning, Price regnlj,.

{]} Liberalisation.
(2) Public sector.
(3) Foreign investment.

Liberalization

! It is widely perceis
I opening the areas
1 not from a negativ
I which were reserv

Ihe policy of
Liberalization as a policy basically dispensed with the earlier licensing and the registration subsequently in k
system providing the freedom to private sector to set up industries without either (hi except for atomic
need for a licence or a need for registration. De-licensing was the most important aspeflj sector would be sc
of the policy of liberalization.Two areas, atomic energy and railways would not be open. internal accruals <
for private sector participation. Even while doing away with the licensing system certain would be made
critical areas still require a licence but opened up for private sector participation which' companies,
are as follows: S 'there was a i

Appointments cot(1) Any kind of fire arms and ammunition, explosives. 3 Chief Executivesa(2 ) Drugs and pharmaceuticals. 1 public sectors wei(3) Coal mining. X through the toncc(4) Defence equipments. 3 performance and .(5) All kinds of wines, cigarettes and spirits. Mininavrattan, of(6) Hazardous chemicals, jl 1he policy has i
there would be noAny environment degrading and polluting industries would not require a licence but m exceptional dramadministrative clearance from the respective ministries of ccntral/statc government before ^comwrinvestment. Further, as a part of liberalization there was now no restrictions on captf 'tf of public sector T1expansion and diversification by the privatecompanies.The policy thus allowed the private investment whichsector to operate as pure businesses with minimal bureaucratic control and be driven

expand operations largely by demands in the markets and opportunities available. Ojsjhi/Why was this done? ft is important to understand that even before reforms, despited*
regulations, the private sector struggled, operated within the constraintsof the govertimc^ Both disinvestmenbut survived and was not completely eclipsed by the public sector. I lie changing cc0” t,[^ llublic sector, the
scenario required a different orientation focused on efficiency, productivity ant
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INDUSTRIAL SECTOR AND ll& ERAUZATlON

A time had come to acknowledge maturity of the private sector, their resilience, their
fighting that they could now share and shoulder larger responsibilities. In fact
0n the contrary, the regulars had given them the maturity of operating in a constrained
environment.

It also distinguished a ftindamcntal shift in the mindset of the government of the
dear distinction between production and governance, and a separate role lor both the
private sector as well as the government. It also marked the shifting of responsibility ofincremental investment and growth to the private sector, leaving the government freer to
concentrate on addressing the larger social issues of the economy and better governance.
It was also an acknowledgement of the objective of a mixed economy. It should not be
seen as undermining the importance of the public sector but giving due credibility to the
private sector in the economy.
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Public Sector and Economic Reforms

It is widely perceived that the policy of 1991 has clipped the win^ of the public sector by
opening the areas which are reserved exclusively for public sector to private sector. 'Ihis is
not from a negative sense, bur there would be a larger rote for the privatesector in the areas
which were reserved earlier for the public sector.

The policy of 1991 reduced the areas reserved for public sector from 18 to 5 and
subsequently in later years more sectors were thrown open for private sector participation ,
except for atomic energy, railways and those requiring a licence. Further, no new public

I sector would be set up and investment limited to existing companies and that to from the
1 internal accruals or accumulated profits of public sector. No fresh budgetary allocations
[ would be made in public sector except for loss-making and stressed’ public sector
1 companies.

There was a requirement for greater professional character by the public sector.
1 Appointments to the Board of Directors of publicsector would only be of professionals.The

Chief Executives of public sector were made accountable for their performance. Performing
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1 public sectors were to be given greater autonomy in their day-to-day operations. First
I through the concept of execution of Memorandum of Understanding of commitments of

performance and operational flexibility. Later giving status of Maharatna, Navrattan and
Mininavrattan, of varying degree of taking investment decisions to well tun PSUs.

The policy has taken a complete ‘U’ turn from the previous policies, in announcing that
there would be no further narionalizarion of the private sector unless there arc compelling
exceptional circumstances.

On the contrary, the policy for the first time, talked of disinvestment and privatization
of public sector. The third dement of the New Economic Policy was the reforms in foreign
investment which will be discussed in a later section.

Disinvestment and Privatization
Bo,h disinvestment as well as privatization is the reverse of investment. For setting up
P^lic sector, the government had to invest by subscribing in shares of the new public
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INDUSTRY 1- SECTOR AND LIBERALIZATION

A time had come to acknowledge maturity of the private sector, their resilience their
fighting < pw and ‘hat they could now share and shoulder larger responsibilities. In tact
on the contrary, the regulations had g, them the maturity of operating in a constrained
environment,

I, also distinguished a fundamental shift in the mindset of the government of the
dear distinction between production and governance, and a separate role for boih the
private sector as well as the government. It also marked the shifting of responsibility ofincremental investment and growth to the private sector, leaving the government freer to
concentrate oh addressing tile larger social issues of the economy and better governance.
It was also an acknowledgement of the objective of a mixed economy. It should not be
seen as undermining the importance of the public sector but giving due credibility to tile
private sector in the economy.

Public Sector and Economic Reforms
I It is widely perceived that the policy of 1991 has dipped the wings of the public sector by

opening the areas which are reserved exclusively for public sector to private sector. Ibis is
I not from a negative sense, bur there would be a larger role for the private sector in the areas
I which were reserved earlier for the public sector.

The policy of 1991 reduced the areas reserved for public sector from 18 to 5 and
I subsequendy in later years more sectors were thrown open for private sector participation ,
I except for atomic energy, railways and those requiring a licence. Further, no new public
I sector would beset up and investment limited to existing companies and that to from the
I internal accruals or accumulated profits of public sector. No fresh budgetary allocations
I would be made in public sector except for loss-making and ‘stressed’ public sector
I companies.

There was a requirement for grearer professional character by the public sector.
Appointments todie Board of Directors of publicsector would only be of professionals. The
Chief Executives of publicsector were made accountable for their performance. Performing
public sectors were to be given greater autonomy in their day-to-day operations. First
through the concept of execution of Memorandum of Understanding of commitments ol
performance and operational flexibility. Later giving status of Maharatna, Navrauan and
Mininavractan, of varying degree of taking investment decisions to welt run PSUs.

The policy has taken a complete ‘U’ turn from the previous policies, in announcing that
there would be no further nationalization of the private sector unless there are compelling
exceptional circumstances.

On the contrary, the policy for the first time, talked of disinvestment and privatization
of public sector. The diird element of the Mew Economic Policy was the reforms in foreign
investment which will be discussed in a later section.

Disinvestment and Privatization
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that is. 51 per cent. Technically, ownership is with the person holding a mmlnmaj

per cent shares, or even a person enjoying support of 51 per cent shareholders. Ihlr <*
be explained as: If you are holding 10 per cent shares of a company and you are able t

convince 4\ per cent shareholders to support, then you wilt become the owner of 4
company (similar as governments arc formed). Hence, disinvestment is defined as sdli^of shares of public sector at a premium, to the public, by the government without 1«^
ownership of the public sector. The objective here is to raise resources for the govemmes
These shares are sold to the public as the preferred and first option of making the:
partners in public sector.

Wc have talked about ownership earlier. At a still deeper level ownership of businox
being done, as companies having shares, is always with shareholders and management
with the person having support of 51% of the shareholders. Privatization is transfemt
management control to the private sector by selling 51 per cent shares of public sect:

to the private sector or even lesser but transferring management control to a groupt

to a company. 'Ihe objective is nor so much to raise resources in as much as transferor
management control from rhe government to the private company. It is not a logk
extension of disinvestment, That is, having disinvesred in a public sector does n
necessarily imply that ir is going to be privatized.

Why did the policy of 1991 favored privatization ? The policy took a mature deck*
in seeking privatization of the public Sector for the following reasons:

(1) The public sector as mentioned earlier had broadly delivered in terms of cnaE
significant capacities in key areas such as self-reliance, substituting for import
industrial goods, created the platform for further industrialization and induiF
growth. There is a requirement now to moving into higher gears and look at is*
such as developing greater Capabilities, improving productivity and efficiency, sb*
focus on profitability.

(2) The policy of liberalization has opened the gates for liberal private sector invest
in key areas and competition would only intensify.This requires the public se*
to now run as pure businesses, as a commercial venture which is possible
private sector. As a public sector, there will always be a limitation of not bd*J
operate as a pure business in the same way as their counter parts in the private

(3) The role of the government as a producer of industrial goods is always in**
short-term and never permanent. It can be permanent producer only of those^
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fc -^*»*.“ “ *«<*i.government of the % of d* privnt raor^ (±ci ^requirements beitet than the government
*- 1 3 * ” - ic has te&r responsibilities of pnJvUiiDg good and efficientenabled environment, addressing the welfare of the mawa.wS-tifdj ire &r more important than running public sector. Especially, when today
ricre ts i maturity and competence in the private sector.

***** * P*»& treking public sector' Privatization is not about profit malting
cue mtf * larger reason of whether it will continue to remain profitable in future with
incense ind fierce competition.

57* pftvariaamo is not for today but for a brighter future of the public weror in a
pri-j îmsi environment equipped better to meet rhe challenges.

I Any ;CS:MSS requires the ability to rake prompt business decisions, ir is not about
whether the decision was right or wrong. Such decisions will always have business
rctfcj bur whar is required is the ability to take the decision quickly 'fhc structure pf
puhLc rector globally is such that ir suffers from delays in decision-making.

> ?T7;id2anon is also about handing public sector no a ‘visionary' who understands
tv-rincis. LmdfflRpds priorities and knows how ro make the public sector grow to

greater heights and help it to emerge as a global company.

t^ruuig tie above facts in view the government went for some big tidtci privatization like
due OC 3ALCO i Vedanta Group), VSNL (Taus), IPCL ( Reliance Industries), Modem
Foods Unilever}, and Maruti f Suzuki}. Even Round 1 of privatization was performed
tends; lot of controversy ranging from the need to issues of valuation.

Whv Lie opposition to privatization ) The reasons are detailed as follows;

1 , ft wjs tkared that government owned monopolies would be replaced by private sector

rr.onopdw and could result in exploitation by the private sector. The government has
scarified chat no public sector operating as a monopoly would be privatized- Only those
whih are operating in a competitive environment would be privatized. Until they arc
able to operate in a competitive environment there would only be disinvestment of
such public sector.

2, f; a also feared that privatization would result in a large number of workers kid off

or would lose their;obs thereby adding to the pool of unemployment, it needs ro be

understood that public sector being speeded in nature, .he workers by virtue of

experience have acquired a dull set which no owner would like to lose. Rather than

retrench .her would be redeployed. , _
f31 1, L, abo widely MW**P‘«“ <k''“ ived fo"> .“ tflTTf

M d* Mgfi, j5fici‘“ d n°'^
maaes or used to create social assets in the economy.

^ The governmeni has already set up the National Investment Fund (N1F) for

aarg^,taa
investment in profitable avenues, would be used 7> pet onfc)
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asKtsind the fairing 25 per cem fo ro-iv.l of loss making public sector^snd meeting the expansion needs of the profitable public rector units,

fc) Ihc corpus of the NIK would be minted by UTI mutual fond, SB! and Lie,

(4) Given the high level of fiscal deficit it would be difficult for the government to d„irt
from reducing the deficit through proceeds of disinvestment and privatization.

Despite the merit and the need forprivatization the government rightfolly is not eonsidni^any further privatization and would rather watt for consensus building amongst politic)

parties, trade unions before privatization as it is a long protracted process spanningseven!
decades.

Both liberalization as well as privatizelion are the major planks of the economy
reforms, 'Ihe government by pressing the ‘pause button oil privatization is being criticized
as slowing down of reforms or of having gone ‘soft’.

Privatization should not be seen as the only aspect of reforms. Neither should one ocpeci

an end of all economic problems through privatization. A similar misplaced belief was tlletc
when public sector was set up. Privatization at its best provide only for an efficient and
competitive domestic industrial base and cannot be saidas the ‘only aspect of reforms. That
are so many oi her softer reforms (relatively easy to implement through an executive order of
the government) , which could have been done. Despite the policy of liberalization there ate

still bureaucratic hurdles.

In terms of World Bank survey, on the relative case ofdoing businessoutside government
approval , regulatory clearances, India’s rank is a low of one hundred and thirty-four out
of one hundred and cighty-threc countries. Singapore is tanked as number one among all
other countries.

Similarly, ‘Licence Raj" has paved way to ‘Inspector Raj". Today, as many as thirty
different inspectors visit the factory premises under various Acts as against 2-3 in China,

Getting an electricity connection or a no objection certificate from pollution control
board is still difficult, Collection of excise duty is cumbersome.

There is still a lot of bureaucratic interface for performing business in India and that is
where the government needs focusing. Thus, liberalization has helped but not to that levd
by global standards. It is rightly said that what India needs is ‘thousandsofsmaller reforms
and 'big bang reforms’ can wait till acceptable or till a need for them is felt.

Q ROLE OF PUBLIC SECTOR IN FUTURE
The NEP 1991 has given rise to certain wrong perceptions about the public sector,
mentioned earlier, ‘clipping of their wings’ , or 'diluting the statusof public sector'. !r needs
to be clarified first that it is not the clipping of wings but only a larger role for private
sector. Neither is the status being diluted given the huge investments and asset base of d*public sector in the country. The policy should not be scon as undermining the impound
of public sector, but role of public sector would undergo a change as mentioned below
( I ) From a welfare orientation they would shift to function as a commercial vennt*

Pr<?^IS ^ an objective to the extent feasible as a public sector,

U } hr°m P̂ ôn-orienxed they would become productivity-orientd.
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(4) Given the high level of fiscal deficit it would be difficult for the government to d„irt
from reducing the deficit through proceeds of disinvestment and privatization.

Despite the merit and the need forprivatization the government rightfolly is not eonsidni^any further privatization and would rather watt for consensus building amongst politic)
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as slowing down of reforms or of having gone ‘soft’.
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competitive domestic industrial base and cannot be saidas the ‘only aspect of reforms. That
are so many oi her softer reforms (relatively easy to implement through an executive order of
the government) , which could have been done. Despite the policy of liberalization there ate

still bureaucratic hurdles.

In terms of World Bank survey, on the relative case ofdoing businessoutside government
approval , regulatory clearances, India’s rank is a low of one hundred and thirty-four out
of one hundred and cighty-threc countries. Singapore is tanked as number one among all
other countries.

Similarly, ‘Licence Raj" has paved way to ‘Inspector Raj". Today, as many as thirty
different inspectors visit the factory premises under various Acts as against 2-3 in China,

Getting an electricity connection or a no objection certificate from pollution control
board is still difficult, Collection of excise duty is cumbersome.

There is still a lot of bureaucratic interface for performing business in India and that is
where the government needs focusing. Thus, liberalization has helped but not to that levd
by global standards. It is rightly said that what India needs is ‘thousandsofsmaller reforms
and 'big bang reforms’ can wait till acceptable or till a need for them is felt.

Q ROLE OF PUBLIC SECTOR IN FUTURE
The NEP 1991 has given rise to certain wrong perceptions about the public sector,
mentioned earlier, ‘clipping of their wings’ , or 'diluting the statusof public sector'. !r needs
to be clarified first that it is not the clipping of wings but only a larger role for private
sector. Neither is the status being diluted given the huge investments and asset base of d*public sector in the country. The policy should not be scon as undermining the impound
of public sector, but role of public sector would undergo a change as mentioned below
( I ) From a welfare orientation they would shift to function as a commercial vennt*

Pr<?^IS ^ an objective to the extent feasible as a public sector,
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tf) Iky will Mill « wr pmlrwfonalUm and well rim public would
*,|in.ii. wlili opeudunul 'inti functional autonomy to the extern feasible,
Id Mdliy mint- |>nhlb »«<ni would acquire the xm$ 0f 'Mlnl-iuvranari,^ MJIUIHIMUV , ridding ilicm a greater degree of freedom for

ut\.m inmmieiii decision* by (he respective boards of public rector and not
n i|iiiimy wiwnnwiH approval.

H) III. O would Iw and likelihood of mergers amongst public sector such
m oil C.IIIH|IIIIH+' SH iiarioimilled bank to enable them to achieve greater economies of
v -ilt ami help < In MI it. compete whh glolud companies.

(1} Many publh HLINTS may opt lor oversea* acquisitions paving the way foi public
sc.i < II to become glnh.il players,

[rd llt< t‘ i ' J lil.f Uliiioil ol ptiMiL set tor getting inm jnim ventures with private sector
Lm.ljjuLtiL i Joint participation In key areas.

{ / ) lb. CIIIL'I I ' SL-I Lillve nllit't‘1 ul public secroi would be considered for appointment
bawd im inetIt and.nmpcwncc both wiihin as well as outside the governmem.

(HI I In i L would hr a level playing field with the private sector allowing for healthy
compelbinii.

pH L .r.LiIndly. tlieli monopoly >1,0us would gei diluted sviih entry of private and foreign
companies and they would not he ai commanding heights' of the economy but
npmre along whh private ami hireign companies.

(10) If.flmis would be made to address the loss making public sector by exploring all
avchires toi iben revival through capital infusion, giving off accumulated losses
so dial they can start alirsh on a clean slate , However, all such iwivab of the loss
making public sector may come wiih a Vidor1

, that this revival would he subject to

pdvadration subsetpiemly.
( I II I towevci. ihe biggest challenge before the profitable public sector would be their

ability to be LOI11pi’tilive, productive ami efficient and remain profitable in f uture.
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FT! EMERGING ROLE OF PRIVATE SECTOR
lire tunable failure nl ihe Industrial Policy of (§91 is the acceptance of the maturity
and die ability ol the private secn>i and their capabilities to shoulder higher responsibilities.
U tan be said that ibe emerging u>lc of (he private sector has been crystal!tied by the
Industrial l\iUcy M‘)l,
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(31 Ihcy will command greater respect from the government and have s*y i „^matters concerning the industrial sector. Already, they are known as the corpora,t
l4) Traditional fomily run businesses would pave way to greater professionalism.
(5i Segregationofownership from management and gradually to holdingcompanies like

Tata Sons as a holding company and oiherTata companies operating independently
such asTan Motors. Tan finance, Tl$CO. TELCO, etc*, under a professional anj
not promoters/owners.

(6) Many private companies have already gone for big ticker global acquisitions, The
future would envision more such acquisitions and help Indian private companies to
emerge as global companies ,

(7) The government having realized the competence of private sector especially in
execution of projects has recently resorted to the public private sector partnership
(PPR) model for infrastructure development.

(8) There would be an increasing trend towards ‘corporategovernance’ which is complete
transparency in operations, working in the interest of the company (nor only owners)
and seeking to maximize Value* to the shareholders. It is also about broader overview
and greater professionalism by having independent board members in the board of
directors ofcompanies, not related directly or indirectly either to the company or to
the owners. Already, SEBJ has made corporate governance mandatory for all listed
companies and a stipulation of companies to have ai least one- third directors as
independent.

(9) The private sector would operate with greater responsibility with moral and
ethical values towards their company, society and the country as a whole, referred
in the corporate world as corporate social responsibility (CSR). of businesses
cannot be confined to the realms of business only and will have a spill-over in the
society.
(a) It is sclf-consciousness realization,of thecompanics of the need to reciprocate by

fulfilling the societal responsibilities, in any manner, as deemed appropriate by
the company, but without any compulsions or directives from the government.
Through a recent amendment to the Companies Act, CSR has been made
mandatory for all listed companies,The Companies Act, 2013, has called upon
companies having a net-worth of?500 crore or more; or a turnover of? 1 ,O00
crore or more; or a net profit of ? 5 crore or more to have a CSR spend of at
least 2% of their average net profits of past three years.

(b) There will be a growing realization on the part of the private sector that growth
of businesses and moral responsibilities will go together in future, as distinct
from the earlier perception of driven only for benefit of self.

(c) It is hoped that the unethical operations and frauds of M/s Sacyam Computet*was more in the nature of an exception and not repeated by other companies.( 10) Many business houses may become philanthropic, giving their due share to society
by setting up charitable trusts, hospitals, etc.
(a) Ihcy would demonstrate to the government that rhe private sector cal'contribute in its own way towards welfare of the people and social development-
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The mixed economy character has always been an avowed objective of the liP
Sin« the first Industrial Policy of 1948,however, it was only seen.s JJ} inwitn of .hr
government,more on paper, The foturc is likely to see foe true emergence of the „„,H
economy character, lire policy of liberalotion has imposed g/cai confident* „n .he
private sector,os becomingpartners m thegovernment in developmentaldfom,operating
wifo a code of ethics, business and moral responsibilities, transparency in operatfom.

It is UP lo thc Pf'vart' sector to rise m the occasion, meet .he expectations oJ che
government and the people and ensure that the confidence reposed is never |c. down,

However, for the private sector to truly emerge as visualized in thepolicy would require ihc
government change from a direct provider of goods and services in creating that enabling
environment, to 'permit rather than prevent', to allow rather ihan stop ,

The challenge before the private sector is not only to deliver, but in a more responsible
manner realizing rhat business and moral responsibilities go together.

Exit Policy
‘It is often said that absence of an exit policy is a cog in .he wheels af liberalization,' What
is an exit policy? The policy of liberalization has given the freedom ofentry bui aho given
the risks of businesses that it is not necessary for all to survive, some may die a natural
death, some industries may need to reorient into different businesses by closing down
existing businesses and there lies the need for an exit policy.

An exit policy thus facilitates companies to close down .heir businesses,allowing them
to reorient* restructure operations, in terms of market needs, with minimum restrictions
from the government and in aquick time frame* At presenr, in India there is no exit policy
and closure of companies is complex and cumbersome with multiple government bodies
and acts’ making closure exrremcly difficult and can take over several years.

Realizing its importance the government has set up the National Company Law
Tribunal’as a one stop shop, single reference poinr for all sick companies either seeking
revival or closure within a period of twenty- four months of the case filed with NCU, Ih.s
would bring under one roof all the multiple bodies together to work in a coordinated
manner cither for revival or for the closure of companies in a time bound manner. Ihe

NCLT is yet to become operational as ir requires amendments to various act % and also

compliance of legal formalities.
An cxi.policy also has a ticklish issue which is labour-relaicd and is a larger freed,,,n

to ihc management of companies in addressing lahour-rclaied issue., Ihat ... d there

is freedom ro recruit .here should also be discretion .0 a company to dismiss an the

larger nucresrs of the company. Unfortunately, all the labour la»s ha.e been enacted

during 1920s and 1930s to protect the interns* of the worker, n rhe '"dusmal rerun

and making dismissing labour as virrually impossible with fears of..nice,and labour

unrest.
_ I
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Ihis has given rise to c£ iplaccncy, non-productive workers and a complete mism*^h •'i . -Y «- r lv _
** Invlnn J...of workers. As long as the Indian market

ife «>“ id b'“ imted “ ioday’s

With increased competition productivity and efficiency have become critical for surv,^
of companies.

^ ^ .jp [hc growrh 0f the companies lies their future and
Labour has «. .... v

the other way around. Thus, labour reforms would involve factoring in productivity

linking salaries to productivity. Many feel that this will bring back the ‘hire and fi^'
policy which had forced the government earlier to enact labour laws to protect interestsof

labour.
Labour reform is most controversial and no political parry would like to touch givCft

the likely fall-out, even going out of power. Lei us get the facts straight first. All labour
laws arc there to protect the interest of 6-8 per cent of the workforce in the organized

sector while the remaining 90 per cent and above engaged in the unorganized sector arc
outside the purview of labour laws.

Which sector needs protection: the organized or the unorganized sector? Clearly it is

the vulnerable unorganized sector. Second, employment in the organized sector is skilletf
and today most economies including India are feeling the pinch of shortage of skilled
manpower. Companies would like to preserve the skill set acquired out of experience.
If the labour has the skills and a willing worker why will be he thrown out? Times hast
changed and employee retention instead is a big challenge for companies today.

Thirdly, all the labour laws have been framed much before Independence and surely
working environment has undergone a sea change which is not captured by these laws.
Further, there is confusion over basic definitions, such as workmen, wages, employee, etc.
Factory', etc., arc all defined differently in different lacis\

Provisions under factories act do not match provisions under minimum wages act.
In fact, all these acts are not only out of time but provided for rigidity and excessive
regulatory legislations in the economy and as mentioned previously only for 6-8 per cent
of the workforce in the organized sector.

Fourthly, has it occurred that despite the increased industrial growth it has not led to
increased employment opportunities in the organized sector as the prevalent stringent
labour laws have forced the companies to substitute labour with labour displacing capital,
greater automation which is ironical for a labour surplus country like India.

Fifthly, realization is required amongst labour that the priority is to first protect the
inrerest of the company and if that is protected their interest would also get protected.
Labour and management have to become partners in the process of improving productivity
as well as protecting the interests of the company.

Agreed, no matter how much be the compulsion for labour reforms in the larger
interest of the economy, it may be difficult to attempt given the democratic framework
and fragile political set-up and cannot be pushed down as done in China.

However, at least a beginning can be made by reviewing the different labour la**
making them more comprehensive, removing duplications and ambiguities in diftn*'ac s, avtng a uniform definition of a worker or labour*.That should not be difficult. TV
government can also inmate dialogue with political parties and representatives of***

tr*de unions emph*

is ippaliln
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INDUSTRIAL SECTOR AND LIBERALIZATION

safe uniom emphasising upon the need for such reforms and arriving at a broad-basedconsensus.
What is appalling is the government disinterest to even start thinking on these lines,

kfcour reforms in India is the hardest of reforms and has the potential of unleashing a
ttorm, a great upheaval, and can have a grave political fallouts and has to tread carefully
and gradually by building consensus step-by-step. Until such a time it may delay
further reforms and the correct way for going ahead is to make a modest and acceptable
beginning. At the same time it should also be kept in mind, that without changing the
labor environment and with present levels of protection through multiple trade unions,
would only imply not getting full benefits of reforms for which reforms cannot be blamed.
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IBW INFRASTRUCTURE IN GLOBAL CONTEXT
Overall infrastructure basically comprises of crude oil exploration and refining, electricity
generation, coal, steel, cement, communications and transport ( rail, road, ports and
airports). Infrastructure is also segregated as rural infrastructure (comprises of irrigation,
roads, electricity and creation of social assets in villages) and urban infrastructure
(comprises of public transport, up-gradation of roads and civic amenities in urban areas).

There is also reference nowadays to soft infrastructure which is education and skill
development, human capital development. While all these are important but in terms of
criticality it is the overall infrastructure and with increased growth there is need for more
than proportionate growth in infrastructural sector investment to match the growth of
the economy.

India’s infrastructure can be known to be adequate solely in respect of communications
and in all other areas as deficient. Infrastructure globally has certain unique characteristics
as mentioned below:

(1) It is a dynamic concept implying continuous investments in infrastructure. It can
never be said to be ‘adequate’.

(2) Infrastructure growth has to precede growth of economies. First roads need to be re¬
built before cars are manufactured or factories can be set up only once electricity is
there and not the other way around.

(3) Infrastructure has to be for 365 x 24 hours leaving no scope for reactive maintenance
(after break-downs) but has to be proactive maintenance (before break-down),

(4) Infrastructure development requires visioning, always for the future and not for the
prerent as otherwise given their long periods for completion they would become
inadequate once completed.

(5) I nfrestructurealways needs tobcseenftomaglobal perspectiveand not from the pasthistory.
(a) For example, the Government oflndia an take pride in mentioning that in thelast 10 years they have constructed 8000 km of highways a feat never achievedin the past.
(b) However, in the same period China has constructed 25,000 km of highways.Infrastructure rj— — — 1 -impartson is always global.
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ISSUES IN INDIAN INFRASTRUCTURE

(1) Need for Long-term Resources— it has been estimated by the PlanningCommission
0f India that an investment of US$ 1000 billion is required in overall infrastructure
alone over the next J 0 years.

'this will be USS 500 billion in the next five years or an annual investment of U5S
100 billion for sustaining the present: levels of growth and if we are talking about
higher levels of growth, the magnitude of investment will only increase further.

This would mean that investment in infrastructure which is presently around
5,5 per cent of GDP would have to be more than double to 12.5 per cent.

Infrastructure projects have long gestation period raising such long-term resources
on an ongoing basis is a major issue. Such long-term funds are usually available
in insurance and pension funds both of which are relatively still evolving in India.
Insurance penetration is very low and so are pension funds.

Banks arc not able to take exposures given the need for long-term resources as it
will result in mismatch between assets and liabilities and can weaken the banks.

(2) Pricing of Infrastructure— another issue is the under-pricing ( pricing less than the
commercial viability in terms of the market) of infrastructure which has questioned
its sustainability in the long run.

(J) Absence of Visioning— -as mentioned previously, a key feature of infrastructure is

the need for visioning say Infrastructure in India 2050. No serious thought* being
given to the requirement of infrastructure over the next 30— 40 years.

(4) Infrastructure as a National Issue— infrastructure development continues to be

driven through various governments in terms of their own priorities.
One government may fovour building highways whereas another government

ntay fed making rural roads a priority. Infrastructure has to be made apoit

cutting across party' lines as a national issue.

msi RECENT MEASURES TAKEN BY THE GOVERNMENT
1he government realizing the importance of infrastructural sector has taken a number oi

^that are briefed below;
11 [l set up the India Infrastructure Finance ^^j^o^everage an

^ leveraging investment in infrastructure projects

"‘CMmcu of over ^50,000 crores over a period of time-
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(2)

(3)

°fUS$ 5 bi,li“ ^ ^Prf'i"d“ '
« London .h foods of USD 5 b.llion ro fund^”^i

“ =.pJ6oodS/n.»chin«i«exclusively fo, infr̂ tmomK proj**

n[ Finance Company (IDFC), Citigroup, ^iuneed a launch of US$ 5 billion fond to

(4) SuingCommission oflodia has proposed a USD 11 billion mold info d*
frmds for funding infrastructure projects:n India.

(5) The government has recently announced the public private sector partnersh.p (PPP|
model for i nfrast ruemre projects in I ndia*

(a) This model seeks to leverage on thestrengths of the government (mter-mimstt*
clearances, environment and forest clearances, shifting of vital installations and
land acquisitions),

(b) The private sector is then entrusted the task of building the infrastructure in
terms of government specifications by using their own resources in a give*
time period* There is an incentive mechanism for projects completed ahead of
schedule.

(c) In turn, it allows the private sector to levy pie-agreed 'Toll' {for toad projects}
or ‘user charges1 (airports) under the build-operatc-transfer (BOT) model of
partnership.

(d ) A slight variant to this is design-build-finance-operate (DBFO) where the
Competence in the 'design' of projects is also done by the private sector rathe
than by the government,

(c) Recently, the government under the PPP model has also initiated levying of
negative grants' for highly profitable road projects.

(f ) The private companies while bidding for such projects would also have to
provide the amount of money from their likely future earnings they are willing
to give Up-front' before the contract is awarded by the government, as what iiknown as negative gram.

ILu INFRASTRUCTURE AND ITS KEY CHALLENGES
Sc;ttx:̂ =:, f̂,ishKd inf— 1

a)-saSS=ass=sie!SiJ|
its policies to attract foi>i&r,

® ernment would have to further liberal̂°policies to OTiKt foreign inwanq^̂ f
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(4) ' lire |I ]1|> moHd is appreciable but cannot substitute

,NFRASTfiucrofie DEVELOPMENT

bNJi°n t*> f, The huge magnitude of resources required, *pcndins e‘ven
infrastructure development. 1 “ ** btet a suPP iv< «* b

(5> In**metro i „fre,,rucmre of Delhi, Mumbai and Chcnnai«virtually collapsingJJt0n
t

d«PlW,efm °f 5tait eov^mcm. Even she major urban centres are \Z2
,«vere infrastructural constraints, despite having the jawaharld Neh National

;or IS Urban Renewal Mission (JNNURM).
(6) That is, to say the government cannot absolve itself of its responsibilities ofH I infrastructuredevelopment.

ient{LntCt-dtal inscaji Tlie twin challenges arc as follows:
How would tlic government raise resources given the budgetary constraints? The

the infr^ J compulsions of the Fiscal Responsibility and Budget Management Act (FRBMA) would
lrUcil3fT nor only allow it to raise expenditure to keep the deficit level under cheek. Hie governmentrCSOl!r I 1 / -'-f" ntvp UIV 1C¥5I UI1UCI UltU^ I IIV. gUV(

_
i.

ln 3 E bas a legacy of an inefficient spender in the economy with as many as three hundred
111P eted a|le|( I government projects delayed by over eight years with a cost overrun of f 49.000 crorcs,

J H I How to make the government an efficient spender in the economy? There are myriads
Itor road proje. I issues of land acquisition, inter-m inisre rial coordination and bureaucratic delays which is

er (BOD modi I inbuilt in any government functioning,

Tire other is that wc have to learn from the Chinese experience in infrastructure de-
(DBFO) where - velopmeru. They have kept the scale of existing ideas, instructive and unconventional,
private sector | something as ujibelievable.

Globally, it was believed that trains running over 450 km per hour was technically and
. . . , r . scientifically not possible. 'Die Chinese have proved every one wrong. They have constructed

I Ground 17 bridges over one river which is 100 years maintenance free and many of rhem are_
rhe longest in the world and oomplcred in record time,

would also hjvt :
Qoij;ng, rhoir capital, has an airport which is bigger than Heathrow of London and

ings they are «i* |s^^ent to mcct the passenger and cargo load for the next 25 years. Their rail link of-cmnient, a*" I 2000 from majnland China to Tibet at a height of over 15,000 ft is an engineering
f fear in itself,

India is still bogged down with playing around with existing ideas, existing knowledge
and technology. India requires innovative infrastructure , the impossible infrastructure,

5 J I beyond conventional and then just do it the way China has done and thus requires

, , 1.-0S infrastructure visioning, making it a-political, cutting across political panics with die
crural devd p

ohjtct [vc of providing the infrastructure to support higher rates of growth and at thesame

| | rime not only world class but defining newer boundaries of infrastructure.

391#
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ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES AND INFRASTRUCTURE

A still larger issue now emerging is the Orissa and other

to

issue MOW r J in Orissa and omerH j around the infrastructure projects. The slJbii< also the nation in terms

rfiroue" * LiiWs ( l|‘ projects which can not only alter the face

furthcr rd LVmit > ril' L development need deeper imrospcccion-

I
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i, ,„s [he porentiaJ .0 K-viriuic Ac urban de If
^^' *« - * * ';• bc;w7h *•«*aarjets.However, dewlopnient shouldbe aprimeconcern dearly«it involves ihc people,

„M„S oflivelihood for them as fundanicmall)' more im|.ur.an. loday.

1, needs to be remembered in mind rbac improvements m welfare of people

States should be the prime consideration and ’way out ’ should be found for addressing
the environmental issues and the way out should not be by abn.uion.ng the project bu,
finding .be ways around them.

Are these the only environmental issues? What about the issues of slum development,
waste management, banning use of plastics, rural/uthan habitation, polluted riven,

erosion of forest cover? Are these not major issues?
India liasmyriadsof issuesofunemployment, acute backwardness ofsrates, development

deficit, investment deficit, development divide across many states and such other divides.

If it is possible for the private/ foreign players to provide answers for such divides, ihrii
projects should be encouraged rather rhan discouraged and a way out found for them.

Ibis is a government-related issue ofbeing short sighted in the guise of environmental
issues, over-looking positive and tangible welfare gains for the states and the country is

a whole. India, rhus, has a number of infrastructural related issues, which will solely get
compounded with increased intensity as the growth levels begin to accelerate and also with
the growing population exerting greater pressure on the infrastructure.

The government can also consider of having a separate budget for infrastructure. The
railway budget could constitute a part of this budget allowing for greater complementarity
between various sectors of infrastructure.

There is a need fora greater broad-based discussion on the imperatives of infrastructure
in future as otherwise it will become a limiting factor for growth.
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^2wo'.'»p«p«nvc piJLtL g t̂Cr4*
To increase India’s share in global ship building t0 5^^^^01

,3) To create a port capacity of around 3200 MT ro handle the expected traffic of about
2500 MT during 2020.

(4) To bring ports at par with the best international ports in terms of performance and
capacity.

(5) To increase the tonnage under the Indian flag and Indian control and also the share
of Indian ships in our cxim trade.

(61 To promote coastal shipping as it will help in decongesting our roads and is
environment-friendly.

(7) fn order to promote private participation and foreign direct investment (FD1) in the
country, the Government oflndia has allowed 100 percent FD1 under the automatic
route for:
• Captive facilities for port-based industries.
• Leasing ofequipment for port handling and leasingof floatingcrafts.
• Leasingofexisting assets of ports.
• Construction/crcation and maintenance of assets such as-containcr terminals

bulk/brcak bulk/multi-purpose and specialized cargo berths, warehousing,
container freight stations, storage facilities and tank farms,handling equipment,
setting up of captive power plants, dry docking and ship repair facilities.

As way ofincentive, 100 percent exemption fromincome tax is also extended to companies
that arc investing in port infrastructure. Further, a ten-year tax holiday has been given to

enterprises which arc engaged in the business of developing, maintaining and operating
pons, inland waterways and inland ports.

India’s shipping ministry is considering in removing the tariff fixing for major ports,

Posing responsibility for this to the ports themselves. Instead, a new regulator for the
Stttor will be appointed who will be responsible for setting, monitoring and regulating
service levels as well as technical and performance standards.The ministry has also decided
•hat all new major ports would be constructed through a corporate structure and will be
registered under the Companies Act 1956.
(D1PP7*: Consolidatctl FDI Policy’ Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion

Port Development in Twelfth Five-Year Plan

^jrdi«g to the Planning Commission oflndia, the capacity of Indian ponswill^”

^ MT over the next five years to be ableM£
the o

1}lc wtal capacity of the port sector is envisaged to be 2301-63 •
^^CraJ|Projected traffic of 1758.26 MT by 2016-2017,aspen c

cent.
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Rscent Government Initiatives

Contract todevelop.hr JavnharUI Nrh Dm Trust’s(|NPT) romainr. icrnrlual a, N„,
Mumbai has been awarded to a Dubai-based company ar a total cost of “ 600 crores (USi
10(1.JO million) Gail India and the Shipping Corporation of India (SCd ) have % igikcv.’
A memorandum of understanding (MoU) to cooperate ior transportation of liquefied
natural gas LNG soutved by Gail from the United States ( US).

lhc government luts approved the project for upgradacion of an existing facility aai
the creation of ,1 new facility .11 Vis.ihhapatnam Port Trust (VIT) for iron ore hjndithj
Itt two phases on Jcsign. build, finance, operate and transfer (DBFOT) basis with t
hivestmcm ol"?S45-41 ctores (USS 153,l)5 million).

Ihtee major projects, with an investment of ? 1800 crones (USS 330.08 million),»
being taken up by the VPT. lhc Union Shipping Ministry has started working on somed
its plans such as corporatization of major port trusts. MumbaisJNPT will be the first pee
to IK corporatized. Ihcre ate 14,500 km of navigable and potentially navigable inline
warn wavs in dir country of which the following five inland waterways have been dedans
AS National Waterways and the derails are listed below,

National W’atcnvav I- Allahabad-Hildia stretch of the Ganga-Bhagirathi-Hooghh
ttvet ( Total length 1620 km) in the states of Uttar lVadesh. Bihar, Jharkhand JUS:
West Bengal,

itw
National Waterway-3— Kollam-Koitapuram stretch of West Coast Canal rCJviinpabra and Udyogmandal canals (Total length 205 km) in the state of Kerala-Way-* (Toni lmph 1027 tun) in ,hc Hans of Andhra Pnulrah »2ianui Nadu and the Union Territory of PuducherryNWal WararmyS: (Tod fen**

’
588 km) in thesMe ofWe, Bengal and 0,1»r'J!' " 'Zfr*!"!*?*.*»*"*¥ »«°f^baths.•*!** «*•-DBFOT (deign-build-financn-o^i
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Nauonk Waicnvay-J— Nadiya-Dhuhri stretch of the Brahmaputra river (Total length891 km) in the state of Assam.
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IBW INFRASTRUCTURE IN GLOBAL CONTEXT
Overall infrastructure basically comprises of crude oil exploration and refining, electricity
generation, coal, steel, cement, communications and transport ( rail, road, ports and
airports). Infrastructure is also segregated as rural infrastructure (comprises of irrigation,
roads, electricity and creation of social assets in villages) and urban infrastructure
(comprises of public transport, up-gradation of roads and civic amenities in urban areas).

There is also reference nowadays to soft infrastructure which is education and skill
development, human capital development. While all these are important but in terms of
criticality it is the overall infrastructure and with increased growth there is need for more
than proportionate growth in infrastructural sector investment to match the growth of
the economy.

India’s infrastructure can be known to be adequate solely in respect of communications
and in all other areas as deficient. Infrastructure globally has certain unique characteristics
as mentioned below:

(1) It is a dynamic concept implying continuous investments in infrastructure. It can
never be said to be ‘adequate’.

(2) Infrastructure growth has to precede growth of economies. First roads need to be re¬
built before cars are manufactured or factories can be set up only once electricity is
there and not the other way around.

(3) Infrastructure has to be for 365 x 24 hours leaving no scope for reactive maintenance
(after break-downs) but has to be proactive maintenance (before break-down),

(4) Infrastructure development requires visioning, always for the future and not for the
prerent as otherwise given their long periods for completion they would become
inadequate once completed.

(5) I nfrestructurealways needs tobcseenftomaglobal perspectiveand not from the pasthistory.
(a) For example, the Government oflndia an take pride in mentioning that in thelast 10 years they have constructed 8000 km of highways a feat never achievedin the past.
(b) However, in the same period China has constructed 25,000 km of highways.Infrastructure rj— — — 1 -impartson is always global.
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Larger Issues of Ports in India
Notwithstanding the recent efforts of the government in augmentingcapacities inports in
India there are certain critical issues which need to be resolved. They arc as follows:Development of port infrastructure in India is not on par with the other ports across
the world. Trade in India has to face severe challenges due to inefficient port services.
Shipping lines avoid touchingports inIndiabecauseof the longwaning time.Ilie capacity
ofvarious ports includingMumbai has already been exhausted and now capacitiesof other
ports such as JNPT are on the verge of exhaustion.

Port development has to seen in a holistic and comprehensive manner and not in
isolation.They have to emerge as integrated Transport centers as logistics platform covering
links to the hiuter land with the rail road network. There has to be complementarities
between rail, road and ports,seen as one and not separately.

Indian ports are not equipped to handle large containers as a result ships arc re-routed
and parked at other larger ports and cargos arc loaded in smaller vessels to facilitate
their eniry/exit out of the country.This raises costs and also transit time.India is heavily
dependent on Colombo as a transshipment hub which has both economic as well as
political implications.

India also needs 24 x 7 custom cargo clearance facilities besides excessive paperwork
and documentation requirement solely increase transaction cost. Average turn-around
time of vessels of 3.5 days is very high compared to the international standards which are
only in hours and not indays. This is a critical factor which delays consignments making
them uncertain, unreliable and uncompetitive in comparison to other ports.

Indian ports also have a high through put and transport cost because of an inefficient,
unorganized and un-coordinated truck movement which not only increase costs hut also
takes more time. It is also subject to frequent labor unrests, which disrupts loading and
un-loading at ports.

Efforts at development of ports in India is only a recent phenomenon, however, more

than development is to develop them with the future in view and how India can be made
a hub for cargo movement.Rapid increasing trade will only add more and more pressure
on the already created capacities which need to be augmented on a war footing.

mINDIAN RAILWAYS— A CARRIER OFTHE NATION

Rail^OR) is know„* the life line of the Ti'iZdaT'lt«.000 km and the fourth large* «c »* 'n <»' *S•"«around 12.000 passenger and 7000 freigh' * “sM10nl)r f
1landmark of crossing 1 billion tonnes of freight movement.
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Hotvever, over the last 60-odd years, the ratio has been completely reversed and now re*Ltbt has a market share in eseess of 80 per cent. More tmeresttngly, roadways now h,,
K per cent share of retail parcel cargo transport. Even in bulk movemcn.the shtue of*
movement is only 35 per cen. and 60 per cent by road. In Chrna fretgh moventenrl,
mad is only 22 per cent while in US it is 37 per cenr. Ibis essentially tmpltos that freight
movement by road is cheaper lhan the roil in India unlike other countries such as Chi*
and US where movement of freight by rail is cheaper than road.

This isdespite the feet that the movement by roads has disadvantages, such as inclement
weatherconditions, fcareoftheft.accidents and also involves interstate movement resultin,
in crossing and checking at octroi check points, which could result in hold up, if paper
and materials are not in order.

Problems of Rail Freight

First and the foremost reason for this is the high cost of rail movement arising out of polio
of cross subsidization by JR. Passenger feres especially sleeper class are underpriced an:
made up through increased freight fares. In India, passenger rail feres are highly political^sensitive. However, this is also because of the social responsibility character of IR, At tlx
same time, actual cost should be recovered. If feres are to be kept low, efforts should also
be made to bring down costs at the same time. If passenger feres are to be lower that
costs, then the difference should be recoverable from the government and nor from freight
charges.

According to the figures compiled by the World Bank, the freight rates charged by11
are extremely high compared to major freight railways such as US Railroads, Chinese and
Russian Railways. In fact, the rates ofUS Railroads are only one-fourth of that charged by
IR Germany is the only country which has freight charges higher than India, but it is not
among the major railway freight movers globally.

This is reflected in a fell in the fere-freight ratio for IRover the last five years, from0,32®
0,26. In sharpeontrast to this, thefere-freight ratio forChina is1.2and for South Korea U
Tdie pa^enger feres to freight ratio for the Chinese Railways isfour times higher than thaid
n ia. is shows that even a Communist country such as China is charging remunerad*

India'
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adiipwble to future technological advancements such as the 'fuel cell’ technology posed
as j promising alternative source of energy in the near future. Under this technology, a
simple device combines hydrogen from a variety of fuels with oxygen from air to produce
electricity. This requires no moving parts, and does not produce noise or smoke. Diesel
locomotives can be easily converted by replacing engine with fuel cell.

According to the International Railway Journal, fuel cell trains shall be a reality in the
near future. All overhead wires will then become redundant. A breakthrough has already
been achieved by BHEl., Hyderabad. As and when it is imbibed all controversies around
diesel versus electric traction would cease.

It is ofvital importance that for the moment , we do not ignore the fact that both diesel
as well as electric traction can meet the needs of the 1R with equal efficiency. IF electric
traction Has a high capital cost, diesel traction is highly sensitive to diesel prices.Had diesel
prices been that of the eighties, one could say diesel i$ preferable but not at today’s prices.
Thus, there should be no attempt at developing one mode at die cost of the other.

Whatever is the mode of movement either by road or rail, the entire logistics sector has
a large number of inefficiencies, as a result the cost of logistics in India remains high at

13-14 per cent of GDP as against 7-S per cent of GDP in developed countries including

China.

Remedial Measures
First and the foremost arc the passenger fares that need to be raised to cover costs of
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should be there, it may be ’inter class', between sleeper class and the higher classes.
Secondly, it needs to streamline its freight operation and rafic the share in freight

Movement to around 50 per cent from the present level of 35 per cent which can be

‘lone through PPP model and wherever possible rhrough privatization. Towards this the

f!ovcrnmcnt has taken a few steps in recent times.

pnvate Sector Participation
, . r , imin and terminal operations to

b'dian railways has announced opening up of 8 and special freight tram
private firms. Under the new private freight terimn
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0«rator (SFrO) scheme, the ministry has allowed private firms to use K

^commodiry report and to develop freight terminals. Pnvate players will be allc^
to sci up PFTs and also to operate freight trains, [he ministry plans to extend this to^
existing registered container train operators and users having pnvate s.dmgs on priv*
land. The license fee. under the SFTO scheme ranges between ?} crorcs and 15 cro^
which depends on the commodity being moved. . t

'Ihc SFTO scheme offers a freight rebate of 12 per cent for a period of 20 years until

the recovery of investment, whichever is earlier. This could prove to be beneficial *
privarc operators. It also addresses serious issues such as empty return load, which wo^
be exempted from freight charges by the IR. The private operator will be free to charge hi
customer freight and the handling charges.

Ihc SFTO will be operated for movement of goods such as bulk fertilizers, cement, fly
ash, chemicals, petrochemicals, steel , etc. A major concern with logistics companies is ib*
fact that the automobile segment has not been included in this scheme.

Under the PFT policy, operators will be able to book and handle all the traffic excluding
outward coal , coke and iron-ore traffic. The revenue sharing for green field projects would
start after five years of commissioning the terminal and after rwo years of commissioning
a brown field project. The revenue-sharing model would be of 50 per cent of the thru
prevailing rate of terminal charge leviable at goods sheds or ? 10 per tonnes, whichevcru
higher. Revenue sharing will be annually increased by indexing it to increase in whole price
index ( WP1).

The own your wagon scheme was introduced during 2005. The scheme focused on
assured supply of a guaranteed number of rakes every month to a customer based on the
number of rakes procured by him with freight concessions. Private firms faced turnaround
issues due to congestion and the scheme did not really take off as envisaged.

Dedicated Freight Corridor ( DFC)

However, the most ambitious project being undertaken, seen as a game changer, is the
dedicated freight corridor (DFC). Hie Prime Minister has addressed that the DFC Project
costing nearly X 1 lakh crores should be given the highest priority by central ministries and
urged the state governments also to do so. The project will connect a land mass over 3300
km in the country and could prove to be a backbone of India’s economic transport facility.

The western corridor from Dadri in Uttar Pradesh to JNFT near Mumbai will be 1499
km and will connect Haryana, Rajasthan, Gujarat and Maharashtra with an exclusive high
speed railway track. The Eastern DFC from Ludhiana (Punjab) to Dankuni (West Bengal)
will be 1839 km long and will connect Punjab, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and West Bengal.
A major part of western corridor will be funded with Japanese assistance and nearly ewe-
thjrd of the eastern corridor will be constructed with World Bank assistance.

With Ind.a joining the select group of billion plus dub in freight movement, &

3“ °nCCagai"Sh,iftcd ** P̂ gious DFC. The project will enhanced*carrying capacity of railways by manifold leading to incremental cains apart from feeing
the existing lines on congestion, - • - ’ P
estimated at X 95,836 crorcs, wl:
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300 tonnes to over 12.000 tonnes. liven the length of the train will increase to 1500 m.
Length distribution of the corridor indicates that Rajasthan (39 per cent) and Gujarat

years of conim' hi I ^ percent ) together constitute 77 per cent ol the total length of the alignment of freight
corridor, followed by Haryana and Maharashtra 10 per cent each and Uttar Pradesh and

>er tonnes ^L-J, Natitm;i1 KeSio» ol Delhi 1- 5 per cent of total length each. This DFC envisages
> it

HS wnichor I a high-speed connectivity for High Axle L-o.td Wagons (25 tonnes) of double stackedcrease m wholej,| container trains supported by high power locomotives. The Delhi-Mumbai leg of the
Golden Quadrilateral National Highway also runs almost parallel to the freight corridor.The scheme focusedj I This corridor will be equipped with an array of infrastructure facilities such as power

cusromer b a s e d I facilities, rail connectivity to ports qn route, etc. Approximately, 180 million people. 14
firms faced tumarui I per cent of the population, will be benefmed by the corridor's development,
envisaged. I 7Tiis project incorporates nine mega industrial zones of about 200-250 sq. km, high

speed freight line, three ports, and six air ports; a six-lane intersection-free expressway
connecting the country's political and financial capitals and also a 4000 MW power plant.
Several industrial estates and clusters, industrial hubs, with top-of-the-linc infrastructure

, s would be developed along this corridor to attract more foreign investment. Funds for the
a game c I projeas wiu from [be Indian government, Japanese loans, and investment by Japa
:d that t e

,.|g I firms and through Japan depository receipts issued by the Indian companies,

y central rmO‘s[n*'

^high-speed connectivity between Delhi and Mumbai offers immense opportunities
; 3 landmaJS°^ for development 0f an industrial corridor along the alignment of the connecting
lomic trans|*>ft ! infrastruc[ure A baild of 150 km (influence region) has been chosen on both sides of

r Mumbai will 1« tlu> frejght corridor £0 be dcvc|op*d as the Delhi-Mumbai industrial corridor, lbe vision. with an for DMlC is to create strong economic base in this band with globally competitive

Dankuni ^ environment and state-of-the-art infrastructure to activate local commerce, enhance foreign

... r and W<*‘^ investments, real-estate investments and attain sustainable development In addmon to

r and »“* 1 tht Alienee region, DMIC wonld also include development of requisite fader rul/road

connectivity to himcrland/markcts and select ports along rite western coast. . . .
Delhi-Mumbai industrial corridor is being conceived as a tnodd“ '

°f inwrnariond srandards with emphasis on capanding the nunutourtog and^
sins, *P l$ considering this ambitious project to establish, promote an
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social and physical infrastructure on the r(*lt
CHA p T E R

txsr-areliable power, qual^M|
;mJ provide a globally eompetirive environment conducive for setring up businesses. An
Investment Region would be a specifically delineated indnstnal tegtonwtth a nunmrnn,
area of over 200 sq. km (20,000 hectares), while an IAs would be developed with *
minimum area of over 100 sq. km (10,000 hectares).

As mentioned earlier, it is very ambirious project and once completed it will redefine
freight movement, provide multipliers to increasegrowth, createemployment opportunities
and also the beginning of making IR a basis for all round development with an efficient
mode of state-of-the-art transportation facilities.

Despite these recent initiatives, there are still other issues which IR needs to address
over a certain period of time.

Railways have to become a part ofa holistic ‘national logistic policy’ covering all mode
of transport with linkages and complementarities between rail, road and sea. Expansion of
rail network should keep the economic rather the political perspective. The governmentshould expediteestablishing rail linksespecially in the NEstatcsand also with neighbouring
countries. This would provide for better links and relations in and around the region.It should also review the practice of having a separate budget for railways, a practiceinitiated by the British rule since 1924. Budgetary allocation made to defense, oil sectorare much more than allocations made to railways. By the same token, there should also bea separate budget for defense. Or is it that IR is more important than defense. These aresome aspects which the government should examine.

To conclude, railways, porss and roads have ro become a parr of nrulri modal logisticn India, for ach.ev.ng efficiency, cur down timeand costs, in tramportaiion ofgoods fromthe producers to the ultimate user both in India and overseas
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